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This year St Augustine’s Kilburn celebrates its 150th
Anniversary (for more details see page 30).

Lead
Story

Rave in the Nave
Paul Hamilton reports on strange goings on in the countryside

O

n St Francis’s day 2006 I was inducted as Rector of
Ingrave to serve two churches of differing traditions
who were forced together against their will into one
benefice. Consequently their relationship was colourful and
less than perfect. The added bonus in my benefice was All
Saints, East Horndon, a beautiful Tudor, redundant church on
the top of a hill adjacent to the A127 and visible for miles
around. Its redundancy began in the early 1970s and ownership was transferred to wonderful Churches Conservation
Trust, administered by equally wonderful and dedicated volunteers in an open church yard for which Ingrave parish retained responsibility. On New Year’s Eve 2020 the police called
and told me All Saints had been broken into and 300 people
were packed in having a ‘rave’ without Covid protection. They
asked me not to attend until the morning as the scene was not
yet safe. Nothing could have prepared me for what followed:
two weeks of phenomenal community responses and media
attention on a daily basis. Despite being a Tudor church, archeological excavations tell us there was another church building
preceding it, meaning the site has been a place of worship for
over 700 years. All Saints is a glorious example of Tudor architecture attracting visitors and enquiries from all over the
world.
Many notable people have been laid to rest in the church
including Sir John Tyrrell, former speaker to the House of
Commons and his wife, Lady Alice Tyrrell, members of the
Baden Powell family and according to legend the heart of
Queen Elizabeth I. However, the most important thing for us
is the open church for burials to residents of the parish and
tended by their loved ones. Giving children a sense of history
on their visits from local schools is one of my personal highlights. I am fond of showing them the chisel marks on the cut
stone of the door frame and watching their faces as they make
connections between those who work hard to provide for their
needs today and the men who made the chisel marks 500 years
earlier on the very stones in front of them to earn money to
provide for their children.
When I began my time as Rector of Ingrave, All Saints was
in the care of volunteers who had taken it upon themselves to
protect it following its redundancy 43 years earlier. They did

a wonderful job of preserving, maintaining and hosting occasional concerts. As time progressed their sense of well-intentioned protection grew stronger but morphed into
metaphorical barbed wire that kept those who needed the
church most, in a cruel, materialistic and competitive society,
from entering. After prayerfully forming some priorities in my
first year as Parish Priest, making All Saints a little more accessible to working class people like myself was a clear and
much needed priority.

On New year’s Eve 2020 the police called
and told me All Saints had been broken into
and 300 people were packed in having a
‘rave’ without covid protection.
Unfortunately, my intervention did not go down well with
the remnant of ageing volunteers and to be fair I probably
came on a bit strong and undervalued their decades of work.
Now I am older and a little wiser, I can see the connection between a person’s panic as they age and become unable to do all
they once did and its parallel compensation as they fiercely
protect the few things that remain in their control from changing. I would argue priests need to know enough psychology to
know how little we know and understanding the reasons for
intransigence is the first step in helping people heal from it in
a context of pastoral care. A campaign ensued against me and
letters were passed around that some thought I should take
legal action against. However, these were good and well intentioned people, who were also motivated by love for the church
as they lashed out at the optimistic, cheeky young man who
appeared to endanger something they loved without valuing
their contribution.
While attending their AGM (much to their surprise) and
discussing this with them face-to-face, the Churches Conservation Trust accepted their resignation and the Friends of All
Saints was born. A small group of fresh volunteers aiming to
make this beautiful place of prayer and worship accessible to
more people than a select few. The next 13 years saw hundreds
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of visitors, concerts, plays from A Midsummer Night’s Dream
to A Christmas Carol and an increased sense of ownership and
love for the church from the surrounding community. All was
going well. But optimism carries risk. Open doors make us vulnerable. As an optimist, I do not ever want to be prevented
from doing the right thing because some may respond by doing
the wrong thing but optimists need realists around us to remind us when we need to baton down the hatches from the
storm outside. Nevertheless, I do not regret these changes as
ours is an incarnational faith in which Our Lord got his feet
dirty walking among the issues of the day. We try to walk the
same path and in our own modest ways occasionally suffer
with him. What we found on New Year’s Day was painful.
Thanks to the keen eye of a concerned neighbour walking her
dog in the isolated area in which All Saints sits, police officers
were able to remove the ravers shortly after 10pm on New
Year’s Eve and prevent them from seeing in the New Year. One

As an optimist, I do not ever want to be prevented from doing the right thing because
some may respond by doing the wrong thing
but optimists need realists around us to
remind us when we need to baton down the
hatches from the storm outside.
of them filmed the police trying to enter while throwing bottles at them, posted it on their social media where it was digitally seized by the police for evidence and was one of the many
clips used by the local and national news. The aftermath was
awful. Mercifully only one window was damaged, but there
was a sense of desecration felt by all of us as we cleared up
drugs paraphernalia from graves and the police took all the DJ
equipment away. The entire church was covered in empty bottles, drug paraphernalia, half drunken glasses of alcohol,
streamers, balloons, and an unbearable smell of drugs. One
priest observed how the rave itself was amusingly orthodox.
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The DJ had set up the equipment on the altar (but pulled it
away from the wall to be west facing), blessed the crowd with
the music from that vantage point while people danced in the
nave. Mercifully he stopped short of suggesting ‘Fresh Expressions’ or worse, ‘Rave in the Nave’, but it was an amusing observation on an otherwise depressing morning.
One of our local reporters asked if he could enter, take a few
pictures and get a few quotes. We happily obliged and when
it was clear that community interest could be significant, we
set about using our social media skills, adjusted our websites
and in the light of so much suffering at the current time felt
nervous in asking for £2,000 to assist with the clean-up. At the
time of writing our fund is at £22,204. Most of the donations
are small and 90% of them are local. One donation of £4 came
with the following message, “I’m a single mother who has lost
her job during the pandemic. I wish I could give more but I
hope this makes a contribution.” I do not think I have ever seen
a more moving example of a widow’s mite given from poverty.
I debated whether to close the fund to prevent more donations. There are so many good causes in Essex and so much
need but concluded that this expression of love people have
for God’s church, and their desire to join in with the gospel impetus of bringing light into darkness, is not something I have
the right to restrict or reject. The following two weeks were
filled with interviews from local, national and international
media. Not only did the community outrage catch the media’s
attention, they seemed fascinated and delighted that in these
so called secular days, people’s outrage would turn into something so positive and their response would be so generous.
One local radio feature seemed delighted that we had to
postpone the clean-up day as the number of volunteers sweeping with brooms, would have exceeded the 300 ravers dancing
in the nave on New Year’s Eve. Following the first interview I
was quickly reminded of how careful we need to be with the
media and recalled my modest media training from my time
at college in the 1990s. All the interviewers I spoke to seemed
to be genuine people seeking to share truth with their viewers
but directors and editors can be a different story, hungry for
ratings and always looking for an angle to make their story

more noticeable (apart from New Directions of
course). Two things disappointed me. Firstly,
how my allusions to Epiphany and darkness
being overcome by the light of the community
response were cut from every interview. Secondly, an occasional interviewer would try
and tempt me to show anger towards those
who broke in. One even researched my love of
martial arts and asked me what sort of manoeuvres I’d like to perform on the ravers. My
recollection is I reflected it back with how unwilling the community would be to let me do
that and sour their positive response but it
was probably clumsier than I am recalling.
However, the media is here to stay and all
clergy need to be competent in making the
most of the opportunity to serve our shared
mission when the media come knocking on
the Vicarage door. There is a tactic I developed which helps
ensure the minimum of our message on the editing room floor.
Think of everything you want the viewer/hearer to see/hear
and turn it into a mind map, spider gram or diagram then let
the interviewer take the lead. If we go in with a sermon, most
of it will be cut.

mistake to desecrate the one source of hope
and truth we all have amidst a pandemic
showing us the fragility of human life and the
foolishness of putting all our hope in this
world. Truth is a stubborn beast; it never goes
away. This has been the most unexpected and
fascinating example I have seen of a community refusing to allow a temple of truth its
never attends from being misused and demoted into a secular and insignificant venue
devoid of meaning. Its generous response
means that All Saints, East Horndon will become more accessible to the community, safer
from misuse and increased in its effectiveness
in our shared mission of making Christ
known. At the time of writing, we are planning a rededication exhibition day/festival for
September, God and Covid willing. Bishop
Norman Banks has agreed to be celebrant and we look forward
to inviting you all then or at any other time. ND

However, the media is here to stay and all
clergy need to be competent in making the
most of the opportunity to serve our shared
mission when the media come knocking on
the Vicarage door.

I was deeply upset to hear of the damage caused to my
friend Fr Paul’s church by a group of people holding an illegal rave party.
Apart from religious services, All Saints is also used as a
vibrant centre for community activities and unless repairs
can be speedily carried out the whole community will suffer.
It is a sad reflection on British society that there are people who act without regard for other people or for property.
Can you please show that you care by making a donation,
however small, to put All Saints back on its feet again.
Vandalism is a dreadful thing to happen at any time but
to begin the New Year in such a way is disheartening.
Let us not be defeated my this mindless behaviour. Together we can make sure that All Saints can soon be back
ready to serve the community of East Horndon.
Let us make 2021 a Happy New Year for us all.
Terry Waite CBE

The interviewer will have a pre-rehearsed set of questions
along with a few curve balls which we simply match to the part
of the non-linear, mind map or diagram of points we have
planned in advance. This usually means most of our words are
retained and the interviewer feels they got a reasonable answer
to every question they asked. For my parishes this has been a
refreshingly good news story in the middle of some dark times.
We are two ordinary parishes who are ministering among
much suffering, have lost key members to Covid, are struggling
with numbers, finance, fabric and relationships with a wider
Diocese that seems to be increasingly talking a different language to us. If I am honest, I have found many good news stories over the years difficult to read as I confess to an envy for
something extraordinary to happen here too. This took us
completely by surprise. Although the good news may be modest in real terms, its sacramental significance has not been lost
on the community who feel its hope and are daring to believe
once again that God is not finished with his church and maybe
has a place for them too. We extend the Christian hand of
friendship and forgiveness to all those who did this to our
church. If I ever meet any of them I will forgive them, shake
their hand (or touch elbows) and say, “ah well you did a daft
thing. I’ve not been an angel in my time either. Let’s move on.”
However, what thrills my heart the most, is that during a
dark time for all of us, among a tremendous amount of suffering and worry, the community was not going to allow a silly

Fr Paul Hamilton is the Rector of Ingrave

A message from Terry Waite CBE
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‘Very meet, right and our bounden duty’
Richard Norman considers the effects of the third national lockdown

T

o the surprise of many, including many churchmen,
public worship in England has been able to continue
during the third lockdown, subject to COVID-security measures. Public worship has thus been numbered among
the ‘reasonable excuses’ and essential activities exempted from
the basic stay-at-home restrictions. But what justifies this decision? The likely answer from the perspective of the Government is that - having been challenged to provide it nevertheless there is as yet no evidence of increased transmission within places of worship, no doubt due to the conscientiousness with which many clergy and laypeople have
approached their responsibilities in this regard. But this unexpected exemption also provides an opportunity to articulate
what Christian Tradition has to say about the essential character of public worship.
In response to the exemption, the Church of England - in
the person of the Bishop of London - acknowledged that ‘the
Church is here to offer comfort and spiritual support to everyone’,
but within a message which focussed more on the severity of
the pandemic, and the need scrupulously to follow social distancing requirements. The Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster was clearer in the warmth of the welcome with which he
greeted the Government’s announcement, and explained that
the ‘regular practice of our faith in God is a well-established source
of both personal resilience and dedicated service to those in need’;
he further characterised public worship as an ‘essential source
of energy for the common good.’ In so doing, he was repeating the
teaching of the Catechism of the Catholic Church, which notes
(1072) that while public worship ‘does not exhaust the entire activity of the Church’, yet it is from the liturgy that the fruits of
faith - in service and fraternity - derive. The Bishop of Lon-

This unexpected exemption also provides
an opportunity to articulate what christian
Tradition has to say about the essential
character of public worship.
don’s words (admittedly couched in an idiom more readily
comprehensible in Whitehall) evince only a therapeutic understanding of public worship - it is what I do to feel better. The
Archbishop of Westminster’s words go further, identifying
public worship as the basis for the life of the community. But
it was in a statement by the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of
Scotland (a jurisdiction in which public worship has again
been suspended during the new lockdown) that the essential
nature of public worship was most clearly articulated. They
wrote not only of ‘the spiritual, social and psychological benefits
provided by continuing public worship’, but also - and crucially of worship as ‘a duty humanity owes to God’. Such is of course
the teaching of the Prayer Book, that ‘it is very meet, right and
our bounden duty, that we should at all times, and in all places,
6 ■ newdirections ■ march 2021

give thanks unto thee, O Lord.’ The thanksgiving to which these
words make reference is the celebration of the Eucharist to
which we are invited in the opening dialogue of the Eucharistic
Prayer, ‘Let us give thanks unto our Lord God.’ In the modern
Common Worship rite, the Eucharist is described as ‘our duty
and our joy’: certainly our experience of participation in the
liturgy should console and enthuse us, but even without this
therapeutic benefit, a definite and primary obligation remains.

Someone unable to leave their home, for
example, on account of shielding, would not
be breaking this commandment if they did
not come to mass; however, someone else
who was able to attend public worship, but
chose instead to avail themselves of the
therapeutic benefit of shopping, for instance, would be in breach of God’s law.
In the most recent translation of the Roman Catholic
liturgy, the Latin phrase (dignum et iustum est) which the
Prayer Book renders, ‘It is meet and right’ is translated, ‘It is right
and just’ - that is, the act of worship is an act of justice, in which
we give God what is His due. Worship constitutes a moral obligation, and obligations arise out of the virtue of justice. To be
just is to render to others what is owed to them, e.g. paying
debts or punishing wrongdoers. (Importantly, from the outset,
the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England)
Regulations included an exemption for participation in, or fulfilment of, legal obligations.) Human beings owe eucharistic
worship to God, because only in the Eucharist can we offer to
God that which is an acceptable gift in gratitude for our redemption, namely the gift of Christ himself. The wider liturgical life of the Church derives from this eucharistic heart: as
the Book of Homilies puts it, ‘There is nothing in all man’s life…
so needful to be spoken of, and daily to be called upon, as hearty,
zealous, and devout prayer.’
Specifically public worship is a fulfilment of the Fourth
Commandment, to keep holy the Sabbath day. Someone unable to leave their home, for example, on account of shielding,
would not be breaking this commandment if they did not come
to Mass; however, someone else who was able to attend public
worship, but chose instead to avail themselves of the therapeutic benefit of shopping, for instance, would be in breach of
God’s law. To be just is to render to others what is owed to
them - and, from this, not to give to a third-party what belongs
to someone else. Adultery within a marriage, for example, is
sinful because one is giving to a third party what one has promised to one’s spouse: shopping on a Sunday morning - while
Mass is being celebrated - is cheating on God by denying to
Him what belongs to Him, and giving this time and attention

to someone or something else. Whereas prayer can of course
take place in all circumstances, yet the example of Christ and
his apostles, and the patriarchs before them, is that ‘so oft as
they could conveniently, they resorted to the material temples, there
with the rest of the congregation to join in prayer, and true worship.’

In his homily for the Epiphany, Pope francis
recognised that ‘if we do not worship God,
we will worship idols.’
In his homily for the Epiphany, Pope Francis recognised that
‘if we do not worship God, we will worship idols.’ The inclination
to worship is instinctive in human beings: but, in common
with so much in the human person, it has been corrupted and
needs to be purified and reoriented, away - for instance - from
the worship of money, of power, of popularity. Public worship
does just this, reforming the inclination to worship by directing
it to its proper object. Perhaps the greatest risk of misdirection
lies in what is in effect the worship of the self: worship cannot,
as per a purely or even primarily therapeutic understanding,
be about attention to my own needs; if it could, there would
be no basis upon which to deem worship essential, so long as
other means to self-gratification remained available. By reOne of my longstanding directees recently said, ‘ I know, of course, that
God is everywhere, but it is only recently that I have realised that this
means the presence of God is everywhere.’ This struck me as an important distinction: there is a huge
difference to believing in God as omnipresent and that belief having an
impact on how one behaves, thinks
and feels. for my friend it was engaging with writing on celtic spirituality
that opened up a new path on her
journey of faith. celtic spirituality is
characterised by the blessing or consecration of each moment and action
by deliberate mental prayer: by an explicit naming and describing of God’s
active presence in the stuff of daily
life; lighting a fire, preparing a meal,
opening a door, going to sleep. In
celtic spirituality the whole of life becomes one hymn and song, celebrating the presence of God. All this
makes theological sense for the whole
of creation is work of The Word who
speaks to us though all that exists.
This is one way of living in the presence of God.
Within the Orthodox tradition there
is another way of living in God’s presence and this is by calling on the

forming the inclination to worship, and redirecting it towards
God, one’s entire personal programme of acting justly is enhanced and supported, such that one will better be able to
practice justice in other areas of life too. As Fr Kevin O’Reilly
OP has explained, ‘Since the ultimate object of the will is union
with God, it follows that the virtue that specifically promotes the
attainment of this end - the virtue of religion - has particular import because it aims at rectifying the will… In brief, this virtue promotes the optimal intellectual and moral flourishing of individuals
as well as the realisation of justice in society.’ The Anglican divine
Richard Hooker emphasised the profound connection between the discharge of religious duties, and the overall justice
of society: ‘So natural is the union of Religion with Justice’, he
wrote, ‘that we may boldly deem there is neither, where both are
not’ (Laws, V, i2).
Perhaps unwittingly, a secular Government has given the
Church this unique opportunity to expound the essential character of public worship. Having been reminded that what we
provide is an essential service, there is thus a strong rationale and, in the Church of England, ordinarily a canon legal requirement - to continue the provision of this service, for those
desirous of accessing it, and safely able to do so. ND
Fr Richard Norman SSC is the Vicar of St George’s, Bickley.

Ghostly
Counsel

The Presence of God
Andy Hawes
name of Jesus. The use of the Jesus
prayer ‘ Jesus christ Son of God have
mercy on me a sinner’ can be used as
a rhythmic pulse to keep the mind
and the will focussed on the presence
of God. Sometimes guides suggest
marrying the offering of the prayer
with the rhythm of breathing. To use
this kind of mental prayer does not
suit everyone and demands commitment and patience before it bears any
fruit. There are examples in the medieval mystical tradition of using a
few words to keep the centre of consciousness in the presence of God.
Walter Hilton in the ‘Ladder of Perfection’ advises the interior calling out
to Jesus by simply using his name and
conversely simply and deliberately inwardly saying ‘No’ when the mind
and will drift elsewhere. There are no
short cuts to practising the presence

of God.
In Ignatian Spirituality the practice
of contemplation is used to raise the
spiritual consciousness of an individual and by a series of spiritual exercises to both develop an awareness of
the spiritual influences at work in an
individual and enable them to discern the call of christ moment by moment. Here the presence of God is
found in a deeper and living relationship with Jesus, which shapes the action of a person. This consciousness
of the constant call of christ is maintained by a pattern of reviewing experience by an exercise called ‘ the
review of consciousness’ to be used at
several points during the day. Assiduous use of these exercises does make
it possible to live and move in God’s
presence in an active way.
All prayer and worship has the
same end; to sensitise both the mind
and emotional awareness to the work
of the Holy Spirit. It really doesn’t
matter whether it is celtic prayers, the
Jesus Prayer, the Ignatian Exercises or
simple reflective Bible reading. The
vital activity is spending time alone
with God. know God in your own
room and you stand a better chance
of being with him everywhere.
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Tis good Lord to be here
Peter Anthony explores the mystery of the Transfiguration

I

f you were present on the mountain with Peter, James
and John, would you have been able to see the Transfiguration? What I mean is this. Could just anyone see it?
If you had a camera with you, for example, would you have
been able to take a picture of it? Or to put it another way, if
Squirrel Nutkin just happened to poke his head around a tree
at the right time, would he have been able to see it? Could a
creature with no soul, or reason see the Glory of God being
displayed in Jesus Christ? Or would he just have seen three ordinary looking blokes a bit confused standing in front of another ordinary looking bloke. It’s a puzzling question isn’t it.
If we look at what was written about this question in the earliest Christian centuries, we discover something rather interesting. Broadly speaking if you asked a Greek speaker, writing
in the East, whether we could all see the Transfiguration, he
would probably answer no. For Greek speaking theologians,
not just anyone could see the Transfiguration. For them, it
shows how difficult it is for humans to see God’s glory. Origen,
for example, says the disciples going up the mountain represent the way in which only the most spiritually experienced
and holy can see God: people who have spent their whole lives
seeking Wisdom, and disciplining their souls. Origen argues
the fact that there were only three disciples rather than twelve
chosen to witness this event shows how difficult it is to see
God, and how spiritually advanced you need to be to witness
his presence. Greek writers tended to emphasize how the
Transfiguration is a story about the transformation not of
Jesus, but of the disciples’ vision — how they were enabled to
see something which ordinarily they would not be able to see
or cope with. A seeing with the soul and the mind rather than
the eyes. In fact many Greek patristic commentators go so far
as to say if someone happened to be on the mountain and saw
the Transfiguration by accident, or without being prepared for
it, they would probably go blind or mad or both! Contrast that
with the opinion of the cooler, more restrained Western Latin
mind. You discover in Latin patristic comment almost the opposite. Roman theologians tended to say, “Yes, of course anyone could see the Transfiguration”. For Latin commentators,
there was something fundamentally democratic, if you like,
about the disciples’ experience. It shows that all of us, each and
every Christian by virtue of our baptism is given by God the
grace of being able to know him and see him. Ambrose, for example, insists the disciples see Moses and Elijah in “bodily”
glory, as though anyone could see it. Indeed for him, the three
disciples represent the whole human race, rather than a
smaller group of “elite” mystics as Origen argued. For Latin
writers it was important to emphasise it less as a seeing in the
mind, and more a physical thing, something Squirrel Nutkin
may well have been able to witness, or which you might have
been able to photograph. The Transfiguration for the Latin
mind shows the vision of God is not an esoteric thing just for
the very holy, but something God offers to all by virtue of the
incarnation. Through the whole of Christian history the
8 ■ newdirections ■ march 2021

Transfiguration has been seen as something that tells us a lot
about what it means to be in God’s presence. It describes being
with God in terms of seeing him. In that, there is something
going on here that tells us what heaven will be like. Whatever
else we experience in heaven, it will be a blissful and constant
seeing of God in which we are somehow made able to witness
his Glory — something which it is difficult for us to see in this
mortal life, but which in heaven will be our constant joy and
delight. Maybe part of why this is so important for the ancient
mind is actually rooted in how people understood sight. In the
ancient world, human vision was thought to be almost like a
form of touching. Most ancient theories of how we see imagined there were invisible, but nonetheless physical rays going
out of the eye, or into the eye, connecting the viewer in an almost tactile way with the thing viewed. Language associated
with vision was often very tactile too. Seeing something was
like touching, embracing, exploring, or even tasting it. To look
at something was to grasp and hold it in your mind. One of
the things it is important to do when we read Luke’s version
of the Transfiguration is to notice just how often the writer
adds little details that have to do with vision and seeing. Take
for example, his intriguing assertion that the disciples are affected by sleepiness on the mount of Transfiguration. Most of
our bad translations of the Bible simply say the disciples fell
asleep and woke to the amazing vision. But the Greek of Luke’s
version is more ambiguous. It says they became weighed down
with drowsiness, and then suddenly come to themselves, but
doesn’t actually say they fell asleep. The apostles seem to enter
some sort of liminal woozy world that is neither sleep nor
dream, nor wakefulness. This is frequently something you notice accompanies the experience of other visionary figures in
the ancient world. In descriptions of the visionary experiences
of the desert mystics sleep deprivation is often a precursor to
visionary revelation, for example. So Luke adds elements that
draw us into seeing the disciples who accompany him as visionaries. Heavenly vision will certainly be a characteristic of
Peter’s ministry as we make our way through the Acts of the

Or would he just have seen three ordinary
looking blokes a bit confused standing in
front of another ordinary looking bloke.
Apostles, and John will have the authorship of Revelation, the
Book of Vision par excellence, ascribed to him by the Early
Church. Notice also how skilfully Luke links his version of the
Transfiguration to other incidents that involve vision of
heaven in a way that Matthew and Mark don’t. Take for example a little phrase that, once again, gets lost in most of our
translations. “Behold two men” — those are the words Luke
uses to introduce Moses and Elijah. Seemingly unimportant
and throw away. Yet they are words he will only use on two
other occasions: at the Resurrection to describe the two angels

there; and at the Ascension, describing the two angels who appear to the disciples saying Jesus will come again in the same
way as he left them. Luke links his Transfiguration to other
revelatory, visionary incidents in which the life of heaven is revealed to our eyes. One place we see an artist link the Transfiguration with ideas of a revelation of what heaven is like in
in Ravenna. In 402, as the Roman Empire crumbled the Western Capital was transferred to Ravenna on the Adriatic coast.

One of the things it is important to do when
we read Luke’s version of the Transfiguration
is to notice just how often the writer adds
little details that have to do with vision and
seeing.
It was taken over by the Ostrogoths, who were Arians, and
then eventually by the Byzantine Emperor Justinian who was
orthodox. Throughout all this time, a most extraordinary explosion of mosaic creation took place in the city at the behest
of both Arians and Catholics. One of the most beautiful and
perplexing depictions of the Transfiguration is to be found
there in the Church of Sant’Apollinare in Classe. It’s a bit of a
trek to get to, and is now stranded outside the main city. Classe
used to be the main port for Ravenna, but as the sea has receded, the church finds itself slightly abandoned in the middle
of blasted swampland. The Transfiguration is depicted there
as a large cross covering the sky, with the disciples presented
as sheep on either side of the Lord in a lush hillside full of flowers and plants. But if you look carefully to the centre of the
jewelled cross, you see a small roundel with the face of Christ.
I think this depiction of the Transfiguration makes much more
sense when compared with a very peculiar first century text
called the Apocalypse of Peter. The Apocalypse of Peter describes the Transfiguration prompting in Peter a strange vision
of heaven and hell. Despite all the weird imagery it uses, we
see here clear connections being made between Peter’s experience of the Transfiguration and visionary experience of
heaven. In that text, the hillside is described as lush and green,
full of flowers, and there is a prediction that Christ will return
with “my cross before my face,” which might be the inspiration
for the strange jewelled cross standing for the transfigured
Jesus. We see in this amazing mosaic an attempt to show how
the Transfiguration points us forward to the life of heaven that
we believe is the focus and ultimate end point of our faith.
What Peter, James and John witness on the mountain top tells
us something of what we hope for in eternity. And a big part
of that is the series of experiences and ideas and metaphors
which we describe using the idea of seeing God. One thing
Luke is trying to tell us in his Transfiguration Sant’Apollinare
Ravenna account is that whenever and however we end up
seeing God either in their life or in the next, it is never just a
matter of a distant witnessing of him. Seeing God prompts us
to embrace him, to know him, to touch him, to be overwhelmed by him. Seeing God does not just involve the use of
our eyes, but our mind, our soul, our whole being. We can see
God because God made us able to know and see him. And yet

at the same time, that vision wonderfully overwhelms us, inebriates us, and is more than we could ever hope for. The Transfiguration reveals the vision of God is strangely both possible
and impossible at the same time; forbidden, and dangerous —
and yet intimate and wonderful; awesome, and terrible; yet
loving and personal. It points to a wonderful paradox at the
heart of our experience of God. He is more than we could ever
imagine, or desire, or see, and yet loves us and saves us as our
friend and brother. ND
Fr Peter Anthony SSC has been appointed the Vicar of All Saints,
Margaret Street. This article originally appeared in the All Saints
Margaret Street Parish Paper.

THE SOCIETY BISHOPS' CHRISM
MASSES IN 2021
The restrictions put in place as a result of the pandemic
have meant that arrangements for The Society Bishops'
chrism masses in 2021 are still being finalised. Please
check The Society's news web page for updates:
https://www.sswsh.com/news.php

All Saints’ Wickham Terrace,
Brisbane, Australia
www.allsaintsbrisbane.com
The Parish is seeking a priest to be the next Rector of Brisbane.
The Parish has stood fast in the catholic faith since 1862 and
intends to continue to do so. While we are an English Missal
use church, we also use An Australian Prayer Book as
appropriate.
Therefore, the man the Parish is seeking will need to have all
or most of the below listed attributes: • A preacher and a teacher.
• an evangelist and faithful catholic priest, who would hand
on, through Word and Sacrament, the faith once delivered;
• a spiritual guide with a pastoral heart,
• able to sing, as much of our worship is choral,
• a team player: someone who understands the need to make
better known all the good things that at happen at All
Saints’.
• A man who will not compromise or roll over to small noisy
groups demanding their own agendas.
Australia does not have the episcopal arrangements the CofE
does however there are options available. Further information
and expressions of interest should be forwarded to The
Nominators at PO Box 574, Spring Hill, Qld, 4004 or to the
Regional Bishop, Rt Rev Jeremy Greaves, Anglican Diocese of
Brisbane, St Martins House, Ann Street, Brisbane 4000
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Where there’s a +Will
Simon Walsh interviews the new Bishop of Lewes

B

ishop Will Hazlewood is waiting patiently when I dial
in to our scheduled Zoom call, as if for a liturgy about
to start. His natural energy brings an immediate rapport. As seems to be the custom now, we comment on each
other’s backgrounds. I have a wall of books behind me; he has
the interior of a working bishop: files, directories, fireplacebookcase, crosier in one corner, alb hanging on the back of a
door.
The house is newly acquired, he explains, and some building
work will soon begin to adapt it for family and episcopal use.
The Hazlewoods made a day trip from Devon to Sussex last
May as soon as lockdown restrictions were eased to view two
properties and begin the process of their new life in the Diocese of Chichester. This was not the only aspect of his new role
to be affected by the pandemic. Coronavirus restrictions also
meant that his consecration, in the chapel of Lambeth Palace
last July, had to be Covid-compliant. He was allowed ten
guests in a return to the smaller, more private style of some
decades ago before the modern cathedral scrum became commonplace. A further innovation was the new approach to traditionalist consecrations, announced shortly before the service,
and in line with the Five Guiding Principles. The Bishop of
Richborough served as chief consecrator with the Bishops of
Ebbsfleet and Fulham as co-consecrators. A similar ‘rule of
three’ had been deployed earlier the same day for the other
new Chichester bishop, Ruth Bushyager to Horsham, and a
firm example of mutual flourishing in action not just in one
day but in one diocese. “It was very intimate and I remain immensely grateful for the care and sensitivity taken over all the
planning,” he says. “It’s an emotional subject in many ways for
people, and it works when there’s generosity on all sides.”

things harder,” he adds. “As a parish priest, having to find space
in your home for livestreaming services, that was a challenge
for all of us as a family. And not being open was hard for the
community. 80% of funerals in Dartmouth take place in
church, which is only part of its meaning in the lives of local
people. Of course, we did everything we could to be church in
a new way and there wonderful moments. The outpouring of
social care, speaking outside of the building, finding different
ways for things. We know this will only be for a limited time
but I think much innovation will remain. Having an online
presence in various forms will stay, but should not be relied
upon. We all know that Zoom has helped us to get through
but it’s not the same as being in a room with people. We are
physical human beings, which after all is what the Incarnation
is about.”
If ministry is difficult, it can be doubly difficult through pandemic and his humanity is evident even when he speaks about
regrets. “It wasn’t possible to have a big farewell when we left
Dartmouth. In some ways that’s good because it avoids fuss,
but in other ways these things need to be marked for everyone.
It was a wrench to move the children from their schools where
they were happy and settled. I couldn’t go on retreat in the way
I wanted to in order to prepare for my consecration. And it’s
meant a bit of a solitary start in some ways: I’m no longer saying the Offices in the same place each day with the same people. It’s different to parish life.” He’s enjoyed becoming part of

He’s had little time to give this further thought. Within
weeks in the new diocese he was ordaining. In addition to the
parishes on his patch he’s responsible for the traditionalist
parishes and retired clergy (“Chichester has the second highest
number in the country”) amongst other diocesan initiatives
and responsibilities. He identifies strongly with the parish
model and has devoted himself to meeting his clergy and understanding their context. “It’s about building a relationship
of trust. Clergy are the greatest resource we have and it’s essential to invest in and care for them, because it can be a lonely
and difficult role,” he explains. The Covid-19 situation has seen
him be a busy parish priest during lockdown, going through
the application process for the new job, getting it, moving, and
starting work in a new place and in a new position – all under
the shadow of restrictions. “The pandemic has made many
10 ■ newdirections ■ march 2021
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If ministry is difficult, it can be doubly
difficult through pandemic and his humanity
is evident even when he speaks about
regrets.

Photo by Ash Mills

+Martin Warner’s team, and setting new disciplines in his
prayer life and spirituality. The Walsingham Priests’ Retreat
this year, though online, was helpful for a sense of solidarity
and connectedness.
It was a placement with +Philip North that helped him see
how the episcopate is not all remoteness and administration.
That experience of working with one of our most dynamic,
missional bishops revealed the parish priest side of the role,
and this came as a relief. “I hadn’t seen my calling as an episcopal one but some years back I was invited to join the socalled ‘Talent Pool’ process. It involved a number of
pre-interviews, including going to Lambeth Palace for the first
time in my life. I confess I was sceptical about it. What I can
say is that the wide cross-section of people on the course
showed common areas and interests we have in the Church of
England, such as mission and reversing decline. Spending time
with Bishop Philip during that discernment really helped to
demonstrate those priorities in action as values we can live out
together and hold each other to.”
Hazlewood comes from a long line of clergy, and through
both parents. “I’m the 13th generation in holy orders, and to be
at Lambeth Palace with my mother was very special.” His maternal grandfather, Basil Guy, was the Bishop of Gloucester
(1962-75) and died when he was young. Although his crosier
was bequeathed to the cathedral treasury there, the family has
retrieved it for +Will to have back on loan, along with Bishop
Guy’s episcopal ring. Another influence was his uncle, John
Hazlewood, who became the lively and popular Bishop of Ballarat in Australia. “He was a character. As the Dean of Perth
he installed a hydraulic altar and had rock masses. His hippy
image even had the police following him to check he wasn’t involved with drugs. From him I have a chasuble and some
mitres.” He’s clearly inherited a bit more in terms of family
apostolic succession, revealing how his first incumbency at St
Margaret’s, Iver Heath, on the outskirts of Slough was close to
Pinewood Studios. “We had snow machines inside church at
Christmas, and one Easter I arranged for silent fireworks to
be rigged up in all the windows to go off at the right moment.
It was great fun!”
Finding the enjoyment in things is a recurrent theme.
“When I was a teenager I rebelled against attending my dad’s
church but as most of my friends worshipped there, I soon
came around. I sang in the choir, did drama, got involved.”
Childhood dyslexia meant educational struggle, and he left

school to become a YTS apprentice mechanic with the Ministry of Defence. After five years he went to Leicester for university, initially to study engineering but then switched to the
more personable marketing and personnel management. He
attended the Parish of the Resurrection where one Fr Martin
Warner was leaving to become the new Administrator of the
Shrine in Walsingham. The vocation was now taking hold and
in 1998 he arrived at St Stephen’s House, Oxford, getting married during his time there to Sophie (they have two children),
and secured a title post at Holy Nativity, Knowle, in Bristol.
You sense that in spite of hard work and effort, he was always
finding the fun. From Bristol to Buckinghamshire, and then
to Dartmouth as vicar of a busy, multi-church benefice. The
joy of activities like Family Fest (with over 250 camping in a
Dartmoor campsite) and upbeat courses for the Diocese of Exeter on growth and mission all played to his strengths. And
they offset the struggles of parishes. “The rural church has its
own challenges: poverty, poor transport links, local tourism,
the burden of maintaining and restoring our sacred buildings.”
He has his eyes wide open and is not immune to difficulties.
The parish model and its clergy are at the heart of his vision.
“We can be excited about the future. Once the pandemic
passes, we shall see how it’s produced a big desire for the ‘local’.
Many of the big companies are seeing this and don’t all have a
community presence. Our buildings are obvious and focal so
it’s vital we play that card. And we can emphasise what we do
well: relationship, environment, vocation, making sense of the
world. A lot of people are seeking the tangible and secure although they may not look for it naturally in the church. How

Refreshingly, there is no double-speak or
jargon with him; no sense of the bandwagon
sloganeer.
do we seek to be accessible and proclaim openly in the marketplace? That’s one thought for us. And Catholics are tactile.
We are about sign and symbol; the sacramental life is there for
all. We can proclaim this with confidence and joy.”
Refreshingly, there is no double-speak or jargon with him;
no sense of the bandwagon sloganeer. Pragmatism, yes, and a
practical approach to discipleship. In the fashionable description of today, he is ‘authentic’ – the kind of pastor who brings
people to Christ through kindness, patience, and stability.
There can be no doubt he holds the people of God on his heart
in prayer. It’s easy to see how he’s enabled growth wherever
he’s been, making mission both creative and shared. If the
managerial Talent Pool process brings on enthusiastic, inspiring bishops such as +Will then there is hope after all. Earlier
in the conversation he had spoken humbly of “the terrifying
words of the Ordinal”. It was St Augustine who said ‘What I
am for you terrifies me; what I am with you consoles me. For
you I am a bishop; but with you I am a Christian. The former
is a duty; the latter a grace.’ We pray for him, as surely as he
prays for us. ND
Fr Simon Walsh is a member of the Editorial Board of New Directions
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Registering Rowell’s Reputation
Nigel Aston examines Bishop Geoffrey Rowell’s entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography

T

here can be no doubting the importance of Bishop
Geoffrey Rowell as a scholar and a pastor not merely
considered as an Anglo-Catholic but within wider
Anglican and ecumenical contexts. And now, just three years
after his death, the first assessments are starting to appear.
Whether they can be measured assessments or not is another
matter. Rowell’s stance on key issues within contemporary
Anglicanism and the wider Church remain partisan matters
making studied neutrality by any commentator a very elusive
possibility: tell us your author and we can have a fair shy at
ghost-writing what he’s likely to say. Even though Rowell’s extensive archive has only just arrived at Pusey House and has
yet to be catalogued, considered as a historian, assessment of
him already appears a distinct possibility because his publications are readily available and can be read and interpreted by
fellow scholars within the wider framework of the subject
areas he worked in. And the recent essay to that effect in the
Anglican Theological Review by Jeremy Morris offers an
overview of Rowell the Theologian and Historian that is at
once measured and judicious, one in which generosity is not
incompatible with critical judgment.

Rowell’s appointment as Bishop of
Basingstoke in 1994 by Bishop colin James,
bishop of Winchester, is considered here
‘a somewhat surprising choice’ that owed
much to Rowell’s opposition to the
ordination of women.
That judgment would be inappropriate for the short life of
Geoffrey Rowell that was published in January this year in the
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography in its online addition
of eminenti who had died in 2017. And this is concerning because by the nature of things the ODNB marmorealises an individual. It is the go-to location that anyone interested in
finding out more about any dead Briton will first visit. Yes,
changes can be made to the online edition of any biographical
piece but, in essentials, the original remains, and the idea that
there will be any replacement to the ODNB this century is absurd. The ODNB editors commissioned Mark Chapman, Professor of the History of Modern Theology at Oxford
University and Vice-Principal of Cuddesdon to write the
Rowell essay. Chapman is a respected scholar but he is also a
contemporary establishment historian. If Church of England
managers are looking for a church historian to be ‘on-message’
then Professor Chapman is a sound choice. Whether this
makes him the right choice to reflect on Rowell may be
doubted and his ODNB essay seems to confirm as much. And
so, putting to one side Rowell the academic, let us look at some
key points of concern in Chapman’s essay
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Rowell’s appointment as Bishop of Basingstoke in 1994 by
Bishop Colin James, bishop of Winchester, is considered here
‘a somewhat surprising choice’ that owed much to Rowell’s opposition to the ordination of women. Three points may be
made in response and the obvious one is that the appointment
of men with minimal parochial experience has been a characteristic of episcopal selection before and after Rowell went to
Basingstoke. Here was a scholar-bishop but there were others
like him on the 1990s bench – David Jenkins of Durham is the
obvious case in point. And Rowell’s long experience as a tutor
at Keble College, Oxford had more than confirmed his pastoral gifts. 1994 contexts should not be forgotten. There was
then a readiness in the Church of England to cater for the substantial minority of those opposed to the ordination of women
and Colin James was one of those arguing strongly for it. The
Rowell appointment reflected his personal concern for his diocese and the then priorities of most of the senior hierarchy
keen to prevent the Church from splitting..
The ODNB essay is correct in arguing that his opposition
to the ordination of women was founded in its ‘its effects on
ecumenical relations’. But there was more to it than that, as
one might expect from the pre-eminent scholar-bishop of the
1990s: Geoffrey Rowell considered that if the Church of England was genuinely a sundered branch of the Church universal
then it could not legitimately make a decision that would be
sacramentally and ecumenically compromising in relation to
the great historic communions of West and East. It is in that
light that one should place his (in)action at the 2008 Lambeth
Conference highlighted by Prof. Chapman: his refusal to participate in a eucharist presided over by Katharine JeffertsShori, presiding bishop of the American Episcopal Church, a

deeply controversial not to say divisive figure. Rowell was just
one of the many bishops from across the Anglican communion
who, in conscience, absented themselves from that celebration.
Their action was both symbolic and expected. In General
Synod he was a calm presence within the Catholic Group and
unsurprisingly voted against the introduction of women bishops in the Church of England in 2012, part of a substantial minority that considered the proposals deficient as they then
stood.
That said, he was willing to accept the ordination of women
to the diaconate as compatible with the practice of the early
Church and was consistently supportive of women who took
that step and became the targets of criticism from women who
did consider priesthood a possibility and ultras who denied the
admissability of a diaconate with females in it. In many of the
services that he took before and after retirement + Geoffrey
invariably had a woman deacon as his chaplain and assistant.
So much for the charge of his not being able to relax in the
company of women which the article makes. On the contrary,
his quiet humour, courtesy, dry wit, and kindly concern to put
people at their ease were as readily appreciated by the majority
of women as much as by men. Yes, he had only one or two close
female friendships but what would one excpect from a committed celibate?

It might fairly be set against the pastoral
work he undertook in support of the
christians in Northern Iraq during the ISIS
insurgency when he went there at considerable risk to himself to express solidarity.
The ODNB essay has little to say about Rowell’s time as
bishop of Basingstoke beyond noting that he chose not to live
in Basingstoke preferring his home town of Alton, as though
such rearrangements are not uncommon when a new suffragan moves in. A more substantial point is that ‘his frequent
trips overseas provoked criticism’. Mark Chapman offers no
clue as to who made it or how much there was, but it was understood by all the appointing parties that Bishop Geoffrey’s
contacts with the Orthodox Churches were worth nurturing
at a time when their historic links to the Church of England
had been imperilled by the decision to ordain women to the
priesthood and that no one was in a better position to do so
than himself. These continental ecclesiastical connections –
not just with Orthodoxy – made Rowell an obvious choice to
be translated in 2001 to become Bishop of Gibraltar in Europe.
Rowell, as the article admits, was indefatigable in his travels
among the scattered chaplaincies across his far flung diocese
but the author’s decision to emphasise two perceived negative
aspects of Bishop Geoffrey’s episcopate is distortionary. He
contends that there ‘were frequent tensions across the diocese,
which had many strongly evangelical chaplaincies’ because he
neglected relations with ‘the protestant churches of Northern
Europe’. The charge is unconvincing. Firstly, any diocesan
bishop is bound to have preferences by way of churchmanship
and what diocese doesn’t have its ‘tensions’? Secondly, and

more substantially, Rowell did not stint himself in ministering
to his more Protestant chaplaincies (not least through using
confirmation to get know them and their members better),
and this won him a lot of respect from chaplains not of his persuasion who saw how much he regarded them as entirely equal
members of his flock. And there were no more ‘occasional pastoral breakdowns’ during Rowell’s years as Bishop of Europe
between 2001 and 2013 than in any comparable English diocese during the same period. And throughout his time, he was
well supported by and made good use of his assistant bishops.
Rather than point out the important work Rowell did in
smoothing relations between Canterbury and the Orthodox
Churches – not to mention Rome -the ODNB essay makes
much of his controversial decision in 2007 to ordain a Muslim
convert in Turkey despite Turkish laws on proselytization and
without consulting the chaplain in Istanbul. Ever ready to
stand up for the faith, it was an initiative that Rowell felt was
an appropriate pastoral response in the circumstances, and
hardly constituted the cause célèbre Professor Chapman seems
to want to make it. It might fairly be set against the pastoral
work he undertook in support of the Christians in Northern
Iraq during the ISIS insurgency when he went there at considerable risk to himself to express solidarity.
The breath and depth to Rowell’s ecumenism should not be
underestimated. It was still in evidence after he had retired as
Bishop in Europe when he chaired with enthusiasm and vision
the Chichester Diocesan European Ecumenical Committee
which had particularly strong links with both Lutherans and
Roman Catholics in Germany (built on the wartime relationship between Bishop Bell and Bonhoeffer). He was also the
moving spirit behind the historic – but little noticed – agreed
statement on Christology produced in 2015 by the AnglicanOriental International Commission (AOOIC) that healed
over the long-standing split between Anglicanism as a Chalcedonian communion and the none-Chalcedonian Churches
over the incarnation of Christ. The dialogue had faltered in
2003 over TEC innovations but resumed in 2013. Among Anglicans, only Rowell could have ensured this creative momentum could resume.

The breath and depth to Rowell’s ecumenism should not be underestimated.
Geoffrey Rowell was a key figure in late twentieth and early
twenty-first century Anglicanism and this article will be the
starting point for future researchers. Of course, any article in
the ODNB, whether on Bishop Rowell or anyone else, should
have a critical edge. That is in the nature of the exercise. But
this one has a distinct partiality that highlights the problem
for anyone writing the quasi-authoritative obituary of a lately
deceased public figure: a note of neutrality can indeed be hard
to sustain and Mark Chapman’s essay falls quite a fair way
short of achieving it in some key areas. ND
Nigel Aston taught History at the University of Leicester for many
years, where he is now an Honorary Senior Fellow. He is a Trustee
of Pusey House.
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PRE-RAPHAELITE PERfEcTION
[ALL SAINTS, mIDDLETON cHENEy, NORTHANTS]
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2
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A

ll Saints church at Middleton Cheney is a building with 14th c. tower
and 15th c. spire (1) that exemplifies the best that mediaeval
Northamptonshire could provide. What sets this building apart,
though, is the collection of Victorian stained glass windows by the preRaphaelites, part of the restoration of the church overseen by the Rev. William
Buckley, rector for 38 years, and only some of it can be shown here.
The west window (2), in the tower, by Edward Burne-Jones (1870), shows
Shadrach, Mesech and Abednego surrounded by swirling flames.
The East window of 1865 is a collaborative effort by five artists. It contains
a procession of the Twelve Tribes of Israel and Saints and Martyrs by Simeon
Solomon, who was only 25 years old when he made it (3); below this are pairs
of saints. Peter and Paul (4) are by William Morris and Ford Madox Brown
respectively – Peter is said to be a self-portrait of Morris and Paul to be modelled on Burne-Jones. Mary Magdalene and the apostle John (5) are likewise
by Morris and Ford Madox Brown respectively, the figures said to be based on
Jane Morris and Madox Brown. Morris also contributed Augustine and
Catherine (6); Agnes and Alban (7), with Agnes modelled on Burne-Jones’
wife, Georgiana; and Eve and the Virgin Mary, the new Eve (8).
The east window of the north aisle of 1866-7 (9) depicts an extended relationship. The Virgin Mary, the central figure, was designed by Burne-Jones,
with the flanking figures of Elizabeth and Anne by Ford Madox Brown. ND
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Poor fred…..Really?
Ann George welcomes her brother to Jerusalem

O

ur mother used to recount with some detail how,
when she and her two small sons were staying in a
Hertfordshire village during the war, she used to
take them to the cinema in the nearest town for a treat every
week. Bearing with her the family’s total weekly sweet ration,
she, Bill and Poor Fred would settle into their seats and watch
whatever was on offer; that is, she and Bill (aged about 4)
would watch the films and the newsreel, while Fred, who could
have been only about 2 years old, settled down to eat the whole
family sweet ration slowly and with concentration. When he
had finished, they had to go, whether the entertainment had
been enjoyable or not: Poor Fred wailed so lustily that they
would rush out of the cinema.
Throughout his life Fred never lost his interest in food except when he was ill. He needed food, preferably meat, at set
times and lots of it. This was on the whole, during our travels
together, not an issue, but when he came out to visit me, staying in the Courtyard with Auntie Mary and Uncle Joseph, it
became a bit of a problem.
I was working during the week he was able to come, and
the Old City was not the place to find a variety of restaurants.
Most pilgrims travel in groups and have set meals organized
in hotels or pilgrim hostels booked through their tour operators. There were few eating places in the Christian or Armenian quarters, and these were little more than tea-houses. There
was only one “proper” restaurant, and that was round the corner from the Courtyard and called the Armenian Tavern; it
served lots of grilled meat, and a more unusual dish, named
Armenian pizza, which had a topping of spiced minced beef.
Auntie invited us to a lovely meal of Bethlehem roast lamb
for Sunday lunch and I cooked the evening meal on Monday
and Tuesday, but for breakfast and lunch Fred had to fend for
himself, but that didn’t seem to worry him; he seemed very
contented. By Wednesday I had had enough of cooking after
a long day’s work, especially as a meal for Fred had to contain
meat, which I had to pre-order through Auntie or I would
never have heard the end of it as I didn’t know the market as
she did. For a change and to get myself out of a tight corner I
suggested we go out to the Armenian Tavern for dinner. Fred
was amenable to that, so we went round the corner and
walked into a welcome that was both touching and totally unexpected by me: the whole staff of the restaurant appeared,
shaking our hands, hugging Fred and conducting us to “your
table, your honour”. Fred treated this welcome with great nonchalance, as though it were customary. Then I discovered that
he had been eating both breakfast and lunch there for the last
3 days! Breakfast, lunch and NOW dinner: no wonder he was
the restaurant’s favourite person.
After Fred left and for the remainder of my time in
Jerusalem, about 2 years, I couldn’t walk down David Street
or Christian Quarter Road without being hailed by the shopkeepers, wanting to know how my brother was, illustrating the
person they meant by stroking their chins to allude to my

brother’s smart beard. It seems he had caused a commotion in
the entire area as, armed with an ancient Baedeker guide to
Jerusalem which had completely lost its binding (“the new edition isn’t detailed enough”) he would dive without warning,
shedding various pages, into the backs of their shops in order
to identify a stray bit of wall belonging at some ancient date
to the Church of the Resurrection. The shopkeepers would
then lasso him, brew Armenian coffee and settle down for a
chat with the “English Priest”.
The last night before Fred had to leave we returned to the
Armenian Tavern for dinner. The same boisterous welcome
awaited us, but to our surprise the restaurant was the fullest I
had ever seen, and with the most remarkable clientele. There
must have been an international celebration of folk music and
dance in Jerusalem, and the English contingent had decided
to spend their last evening in the Armenian Tavern (perhaps
it was the word “tavern” that attracted them?). So Fred and I
shared our last evening together with a ring of morris-men,
kitted out in their whites, bells a-jingling and a glass of beer at
everyone’s place. Inevitably the accordion started up pretty
soon and there they all were dancing away in the centre of the
Armenian Tavern in the Old City of Jerusalem, waving their
handkerchiefs in one dance or clicking sticks together in another: it was a unique evening!
I went to the airport the next day with Fred in order to
say good-bye. We had no idea when we would see each other
again as Fred was taking on his latest responsibility, that of
Vicar of Jamestown in St Helena, almost immediately. It was
a long, complicated and very expensive journey. Fred was due
to travel out to the island on the RMS St Helena all the way
from Bristol; the journey took 21 days and went through some
parts of the ocean not frequented by regular shipping. In fact
I did not see him again until 5 years later, by which time I had
left Jerusalem and was back working in London. ND
Ann George worships at St Magnus the Martyr, London Bridge

The Shrine of Our Lady at Walsingham in the snow.
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Editorial
N

ow that the roadmap out of lockdown and Covid restrictions has
been announced, there is a feeling
of hope in the country; a feeling that there is
a light at the end of the tunnel. This was, as
many commented, never going to be a sprint,
but rather a marathon; and like a marathon
it will take time for us all to recover from it.
In time there will need to be some serious examination of our national structures and
procedures. It will also be important for the
Church of England to review its conduct
during the pandemic and the part we were
able to play in our communities. Out of this
great time of trial much good has come, but
there have also been many mistakes and
wrong turns. As well as a time for remembering and grieving, there will also need to
be time for reconciliation and forgiveness.
Just as, as Christians, we cling to hope so too
we must not forget that we seek to bring
God’s reconciling love to our communities
and to the world. The pandemic has raised
many questions about end of life care, the
value of life, and the sanctity of human life.
These issues are at the centre of what it is to
be Christian, and to believe that each person
is created in the loving image of God. Doctors and nurses have, daily, to make decisions
about who receives care and indeed the difficult choices about which life to save. There
have however been disturbing and distressing reports of people with learning disabilities having ‘do not resuscitate’ orders placed
on them in Covid wards. Whilst there will
naturally be an investigation into these
shocking claims, it is clear that this is not an
acceptable way for any health service to behave in a civilised country. Entering into the
first national lockdown in 2020 it was clear
that we were being asked to curtail our activities precisely because every life, regardless
of age, health or social position, mattered.
We were encouraged to see that by limiting
our activities we would save lives; we would
ensure that the health service was not
swamped and was able to function. Any policy that targets one group of people in a way
that suggests that their lives are ‘worth less’
than those of others must be resisted at all
costs. We hope that any commission charged
with examining the pandemic will also consider the way in which, as a society, we seek
to protect and value all human life.

*
It is not only our national life that will be
under review in the coming months and
years. It is clear that the parochial system of
the Church of England is coming under
scrutiny amidst calls for a major rethink of
the way on which we run the church and
particularly manage parishes. The parishes
of The Society will not be immune from this;
there will sadly be some of our own parishes
which do not survive the cuts in clergy numbers and parochial ministry. It is important
here to pay tribute to the lay people who
keep so many of our parishes running during
interregna and also to the large numbers of
retired clergy who continue minister to our
parishes, very often taking on much of the
pastoral and sacramental responsibilities for
parishes who without them would have little
sacramental or pastoral care. There will in
the years to come be difficult decisions to be
made, some of which will be heart breaking
for communities. We can however take some
action now. If in your area or diocese there
is a stronger Society parish then consider
clustering; or joining in partnership with a
weaker parish. Perhaps parishes could link

Any policy that targets one
group of people in a way that
suggests that their lives are
‘worth less’ than those of others
must be resisted at all costs.
together in mission partnerships; this is already happening across the country by sharing resources, experience and, in some cases,
financial support. In this way our parishes
can get ahead of diocesan plans and when
the time comes for difficult discussions and
decisions may be able to offer not only solutions but also clear ideas for moving forward
in evangelism and mission. We have a very
great opportunity to be part of the rebuilding
of the life of the church in the coming years.
Through the pastoral care and outreach that
is so important in our Catholic parishes we
can work to reach out to those most in need
and to continue to serve our communities.
The Catholic Movement in the Church of
England has the resources to help shape the
future of the church in this land and it is important that we take every opportunity to do
this as we seek to continue the work of building up the Kingdom of God. ND

the way we live now
Christopher Smith wants to go out for tea

T

his is a funny Lent, isn’t it? I
did rather hint to the congregation here that this year might
not be the time to impose the strictest
disciplines on ourselves, given that we’ve
all got to keep sane somehow at the moment, though without going back to the
cup-cake nonsense of 2016.
So I am trying to impose a bit of discipline over my consumption at the moment, to make up for having abandoned
my penance last year at about this point.
Needless to say, I had a few treats before
Ash Wednesday, including a trip to the
chippy. And somehow, I suppose because this was comfort eating, I felt it
needed the accompaniment not of anything resembling a vegetable (which I
suppose ought to have been mushy peas)
but of bread and butter. As I said to my
lodger in a pathetic attempt to justify my
actions, it was a reminder of younger

evening meal; for the better off, it was
what filled the gap between lunch and
dinner, and its relic now is to be found
in the bread roll that comes to you when
you sit down in a restaurant, perhaps
with butter, but often, disappointingly,
with oil and balsamic vinegar.
A simple meal of bread and cheese
has long been part of our culture, even if
Mrs Gaskell thought cheese fit only for
the kitchen. She may have associated it
with poor labourers, and would no
doubt have been astonished at the price
we pay for anything decent nowadays,
but also, I suspect, at the quality available if you know where to find it. A
friend of mine is convinced that it isn’t
really ‘U’ to have cheese after supper. I
think he and I agree that, if it must happen, it should happen after pudding
rather than before, but if I’m eating out,
I quite like to have cheese in preference

A simple meal of bread and cheese has long been part of
our culture, even if mrs Gaskell thought cheese fit only for
the kitchen.
days, when few dishes were regarded as
incapable of being enhanced by a slice or
two of bread and butter. Having recently been reading a very entertaining
book about food – Scoff, A History of Food
and Class in Britain by Pen Vogler – I was
aware that there has been a bit of a
‘thing’ around bread and butter. As
Gwendolen said to Cecily in The Importance of Being Earnest, ‘though I asked
most distinctly for bread and butter, you
have given me cake. I am known for the
gentleness of my disposition, and the extraordinary sweetness of my nature, but
I warn you, Miss Cardew, you may go
too far.’
Bread and butter constituted the
main foodstuff of afternoon tea for several generations, and the disparaging reference to cake in Oscar Wilde’s play is an
indication that it was bread and butter
which was considered the luxury, not
cake, and the thicker the bread was cut,
the better. For the majority, it was the

to pudding. One day, I must point out
to him that the last course on the Titanic
was dessert, which followed pudding,
and which consisted not only of fruit but
also cheese.
Bread, if not cheese, is something
that we do tend to take for granted, and
there is an irony in the modern, middleclass preference for brown bread over
white, given the history. As Pen Vogler
says, ‘Ideas of social status and the colour
of your bread went back to Roman times
or before. Juvenal wrote that the lord’s
bread was snowy white and it was up to
the rest of the household to “know the
colour of their bread” and therefore their
place.’ The rich man in his castle ate
white bread; the poor man at his gate ate
brown.
Yet the one place where simple bread
carries no social identifiers is in church,
and our practical preference for bread in
wafer form rather than in an actual loaf
gains in egalitarianism what it loses in

sign value. Indeed, in a year without the
chalice, we might have been pondering
this in a way we haven’t previously. Even
if the sign value is incomplete, the Lord,
we are reminded, is not divided between
Bread and Cup; the reality of the sacrament is fully present in each—the whole
person of Jesus, who is human in his
flesh, blood and soul, and divine in his
one substance with the Father and with
the Holy Spirit.
And if Jesus is not limited by time
and space in the way he comes to us, neither is he limited by our human understanding of his abundance. An entire
congregation is fed by a few penn’orth of
bread; five thousand are fed by five
loaves and two fish. At the very beginning, those first followers of Jesus were
given a glimpse of the heavenly banquet,
at which all those who seek him can be
fed. How privileged we are to be able to
give honour to our Saviour, in the abiding memorial he has left us of himself –
his whole self – until the end of time.
Ordinary, ‘bread-and-butter’ things
take on the most profound meaning at
the heart of our divinely instituted worship. Left to work it out for themselves,
human beings tend to make worship as
complicated and bloody as possible. But
Christians are given the injunction simply to ‘Do this in memory of me’. We are
drawn up into Christ for the building-up
of his Body; the Sacrament does not disperse Christ among the faithful, it unites
the faithful in Christ. The Church offers, and in that offering is offered. So
the Eucharist makes the Church, and the
world is brought under the mercy of
God. Bread and wine become our supernatural food; the true purpose of creation is revealed; and, as E.L. Mascall
once said, ‘the Church’s redemptive life,
like a river in flood, overflows its formal
boundaries and irrigates the surrounding land’. ND
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views, reviews and previews
music
CHurCH MusiC
New Direction’s deadlines require articles a month in advance which means
that this is being written while we are in
deepest lockdown. I hope it is being read
in greater and healthy freedom. In lockdown there are no exhibitions to visit so
what follows is not an arts piece but a
piece of parish life.
The late Fr Michael Shields C.M.P.,
S.S.C. used to preach stewardship sermons for the Diocese of Rochester. One
of his favourite lines was; There is good
news and bad news. The good news is
God has given you all you need. The bad
news is, it’s in your pockets.
That goes for more than money. St
John Henry Newman put it like this
when he wrote that God has placed each
of us on earth with a particular purpose.
There’s always something God has for us
to do and He’s always given us the tools
to finish the job. And that goes for parish
life as a whole. There’s always something
which God has given us His grace to perform. There is a divine plan which may
well require us to do something different
from our neighbour, and might not feature much in the Deanery Plan either.
All of which is to say that the Parish
of St Gabriel, Pimlico is currently blessed
in many ways. Some of which may be of
interest to readers, but that’s not to say
that what we’re doing is what other people should be doing, it’s about what St
Gabriel’s can do.
The parish is physically small, not
much more than a square mile, but with
a population of perhaps 16,000. We have
some very wealthy people and people
who Government statistics describe as
within the most 10% deprived in the
country. Local schools might have between 30-40 different languages spoken
at home by the children.
There is no one way to reach out to
the parish and we’ve developed a series
of different partnerships to do what we
can. One partnership is with the Pimlico
Musical Foundation (P.M.F.), a charity
set up five years ago as an initiative be20 ■ newdirections ■ march 2021

tween the St Gabriel’s P.C.C. and a local
resident, Ralph Allwood, one of the leading directors of young choirs in the country. The charity, which is faith-blind, is
independent of the church though it has
church representation on its board of
trustees and some of its work takes place
on our property.
Why did we set up this charity? Because we could and it is worth it. Our
part of London is rich in musicians, especially young musicians who are open
to a challenge. And music is beneficial
for children and a good way to bring people together. So, the idea was to offer
choral singing to local primary schools as
a way for children to experience possibilities outside of what they were used to.
We chose choral music because it is the
basis of an important element of the musical tradition in this country and we had
the opportunity to work with excellent
choral musicians. And choral singing is
more flexible than instrumental music,
though it has been important to provide
free instrumental lessons to our most enthusiastic children. Furthermore, local
choirs are a feature of our country’s musical scene and a way to bring different
people together.
Today P.M.F. works with five local
schools, leading singing assemblies,
teaching musicianship and supporting
after school clubs, in all reaching precovid 700 children a week. It has two
children’s choirs; the Children’s Choir
(no audition required) which meets
weekly in term time and performs a concert once a term, and the Foundation
Choir, an advanced group which meets
twice a week and sings Evensong once a
week. This choir includes 8 Teacher
Singers, professional singers who provide
musical and pastoral support for the
children. This choir also sings at our
termly concerts where all the children
are supported by an Adult Chorus
drawn from Pimlico and beyond. In this
way we hope to bring together the different elements of local society.
What have we achieved? Not everything we want, but it is still very early
days and we’re addressing deep-seated
social issues. But we have had wonderful
concerts where the many different parts

of Pimlico have come together. The children have had experiences which they
would not have had otherwise. The most
public of these was singing with E.N.O.
Regent’s Park Opera in the summer of
2019. They have also sung with the
choirs at Magdalen College, Oxford and
Westminster Cathedral. Some have progressed to music scholarships. Others
have spoken about how singing has
helped their confidence and become
something they really enjoy.
The P.M.F. has also begun to develop
relationships with Westminster School
and are an Additional Provider for the
local Tri-Borough Music Hub. It has
other projects in the pipeline. And it has
genuinely diverse and inclusive choirs
which work with local schools and naturally reflect the locality.
How has this been achieved? P.M.F.
was fortunate to recruit at its start James
Day who as Artistic Director has driven
forward the work with passion and compassion, and, especially in the time of
covid-19, hard work and creativity. During the most difficult times of the pandemic P.M.F. has been able to provide
the social support which children and
families needed both by actual contact
with them in a new summer school and
by developing online methods of working. His work and that of such excellent
colleagues as Sarah Rennix and Dan
Turner means that it is very much a case
of ‘watch this space’ as P.M.F. prepares
for more community work as lockdown
eases, be it singing for the isolated or
bringing the London Handel Festival
into the classroom.
St Gabriel’s has projects with the local
community which are ‘missional.’ Its
partnership with P.M.F. is not one of
those, but St Gabriel’s support for P.M.F.
with organisational expertise and buildings resource has been a way which the
church can help others. It’s not a model
which can fit every parish or which every
parish would be comfortable with, but it
works for us. And it’s worked for local
children.
If you wish to know more, please visit
the website, www.pimlicomusicalfoundation.org.uk.
Owen Higgs

books
Opening tHe BOx Of DeligHts:
A stunning visual celebration of
John Masefield’s Christmas classic
Philip W. Eington
Darton Longman & Todd, £20
ISBN 978-0-232-53487-0
An announcement of this book in the
Church Times caught my attention, because it seemed a curious work for a religious publisher like DLT to adopt. The
Box of Delights, a children’s story by John
Masefield, is not at all in the Narnia
mould, where the underlying Christian
meaning justifies the attention of no less
a theologian than Rowan Williams.
Would the author comment on the mixture of Christian and pagan images
which Masefield employs? Would he
put the book in the context of Masefield’s conventionally Christian works?
John Masefield’s star has long been in
decline among the literati. He was Poet
Laureate for a long time, but his poetry
is rarely referred to now, apart from the
indestructible Cargoes (‘Quniquireme of
Nineveh’) and Sea Fever (‘I must go
down to the sea again’). His novels, historical and autobiographical writings
and plays have disappeared from view.
However, two books for children, The
Midnight Folk and The Box of Delights
have been steadily reprinted, and rightly
so. The latter has received several
dramatizations on radio, and notably on
television in 1984.
Masefield was a born story teller, both
in prose and verse. Indeed, he was a notable narrative poet writing in English in
the twentieth century. (Reynard the Fox
should be far better known.) He possessed the indispensable gift when writing for children, an unfettered
imagination, and he wrote well. His influence reaches to authors such as J. K.
Rowling.
For those who treasure The Box of Delights, Philip Errington and DLT have
provided a beautiful and richly illustrated companion, full of information
about the story’s origin, its publication
history, its characters, its setting and its
adaptation for radio, television and

stage. The book gives enjoyment rather
like rummaging in a chest full of surprising and fascinating objects.
But I remain puzzled by what attracted DLT to this study. Dr Errington
tells us that Masefield was not religious,
and refused to act as a godfather when
asked. Yet he could write of the church
next to a childhood house, describing
‘the intense strange feelings roused in me
by the Church. At a very early age, I felt
the beauty of its mystery and its link
with eternity.’ (Church modernisers,
please note.) And how does apparent religious indifference square with his
Christian themed plays, such as The
Coming of Christ? That play began the
experiment in drama pioneered at Canterbury Cathedral by the great George
Bell when he was the Dean. Murder in
the Cathedral was to be its finest fruit.
Bishop Bell’s work for the arts must be
remembered with his ecumenical
labours and absolute moral integrity. He
even assisted Masefield with technical
information needed for The Box of Delights.
How are we to assess the position of a
supposedly non-religious man who
could write a long poem, The Everlasting
Mercy, about the Christian conversion of
a sinner? Controversial when it appeared because of its ‘bad language’, its
admirers have included Evelyn Underhill, J.M. Barrie and Ronald Blythe. Full
of the rural sights and sounds of Masefield’s native Ledbury, it contains the following:

have welcomed exploration of Masefield’s religious outlook in connection
with The Box of Delights, where the
story hinges on preparation for the
Christmas Midnight Service in a cathedral.
However, we must be grateful for
what we have been given here – a refreshing journey back to the time of
quiet countryside, radio Children’s Hour,
church bells sounding at night over winter fields, magical adventures where children and animals work to outdo wicked
adults, Punch and Judy shows, and
(above all) of steam trains.
Barry A. Orford

tHe sunDAy gOspels fOr
OrDinAry tiMe
128 pp, £14.99, 978 0 232 53478 8
and
tHe sunDAy gOspels fOr
ADvent, CHristMAs, lent
O Christ who holds the open gate,
AnD eAster
O Christ who drives the furrow straight,
O Christ, the plough, O Christ, the laugh- 112 pp, £14.99, 978 0 232 53476 4
Darton Longman Todd
ter
Of holy white birds flying after.
Adrian Graﬀy
Lo, all my heart's field red and torn,
And Thou wilt bring the young green corn,
The young green corn divinely springing,
The young green corn forever singing…
And we will walk the weeded field,
And tell the golden harvest's yield,
The corn that makes the holy bread
By which the soul of man is fed,
The holy bread, the food unpriced,
Thy everlasting mercy, Christ.

Could someone wholly lacking religious
sensibility have written that? (It sings
superbly to Gonfalon Royal.) I would

These two volumes of reflections on the
Gospels cover the whole three-year cycle
of readings found in the Lectionary.
Throughout, Father Graffy’s style is simple and brief in presentation, yet full of
insight and explanation: the work of a
seasoned parish priest and a distinguished biblical scholar.
Each Gospel passage is printed in full,
and the other readings that accompany
it are noted. Following the reflection,
two questions to help prompt personal
reflection are offered, as well as two sug-
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gestions for prayer. Some of the questions are along the lines of self-examination whereas others explore reaction to
the passage of scripture in the style of lectio divina.
All in all, these would be helpful to
anyone looking for a closer engagement
and reflection on the Gospel week by
week. In fact, they would make an excellent addition to the printed service sheet
for people to take away with them.
Maybe that is how they started life in
the author’s own parish? I’m sure an
electronic version with rights to reproduce the texts in this way would be attractive to many.
Unfortunately, there are also a few
problems with this otherwise promising
resource. The quality of printing (at least
in the copies I received) is not great; the
paper used is of the kind more suited to
an airport novel and the clarity of the
type in one was quite poor. The same
goes for the glued bindings, which do not
inspire confidence in their longevity. It’s
a pity, because if these were better quality volumes, they could make an excellent confirmation present.
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The other issue is one of timing. The
lectionaries of the Revised New
Jerusalem Bible (RNJB) are now certain
to be replaced by new versions using the
English Standard Version translation in
the course of 2022. One hopes that
notwithstanding the authors evident enthusiasm for the RNJB, it will not be too
much trouble to revise these reflections
when that moment comes and publish a
new edition.
Nevertheless, these are recommended. There are a fair few series of reflections on the Sunday Gospels
available, but not all are as concise and
even in quality throughout. They are
neither condensed homilies nor truncated commentaries but well-constructed short reflections – a genre
which, as anyone who has tried to write
them will know, is not at all easy to master, as Graffy has done here.
Guy Willis

device to depict a closed world of fantasy
and danger. The second device used by
Mann is to give her main characters a
public school background, thereby
adding much colour to the tale: eccentric clothes, wild transgressive behaviour,
unbelievable erudition, cookery skills
and a native capacity to subvert any institution. The ordinary folk, those just
trying to get to the end of their college
courses without being labelled introverts
by the staff, get short shrift from Kitty,
the narrator, who is desperate to join the
unpleasant elite cabal. “The college also
had a whole swathe of plump, middleaged women with undyed hair called
things like Audrey and Jeanette. We
christened them the pastoral vampires
because they instinctively sensed other
people’s vulnerabilities and fed on them
in a mumsy way.” Presiding over Kitty’s
little group is a distinguished Medieval
scholar called Professor Albertus Loewe,
who steals rare books.

tHe gOspel Of eve
Rachel Mann
Darton Longman & Todd £20
ISBN 978-0-232-53460-3
This is a shocking first novel. The shock
is in the first sentence of the Prologue.
“Evie hung from a low beam in the
chapel.” So the gruesome end is in sight
at the beginning of the book, a risky start
for a mystery thriller. The chapel is that
of Littlemore College, a thinly disguised
Ripon College Cuddesdon (not Rachel
Mann’s college), that isolated community outside Oxford dedicated to the
training of Anglican priests. It is in the
best Anglican tradition to present any
account of theological colleges under the
form of the novel. Then those of a
squeamish disposition can enjoy the fiction, while the old hands can discern the
terrifying truth beneath. The Gospel of
Eve is set in the 1990s. I bet it’s all true. I
was at an even more isolated Cuddesdon
twenty years earlier, and as we battled
through the havoc of competing orthodoxies, special friendships, emotional
breakdowns, shifting alliances, and The
Myth Of God Incarnate, one lifeless body
hanging from a beam would not have
merited a second glance.
A theological college, like a desert island or St. Trinian’s, is a useful literary

The more the reader comes to dislike
the characters in this novel, the better
the book becomes. All stray from their
ways. They listen at keyholes, they lie,
they persecute, they invent a Medieval
theology to support warped disciplinary
practices, and, above all, they betray. Betrayal is the theme of this novel. Everyone betrays and is betrayed. Betrayals
are never forgotten in a human life,
whichever you might be, the betrayer or
the betrayed. And although this novel
can be a fun page-turner, there is a sadness or wistfulness about it, the knowledge that what is done cannot be
undone.
The nicest characters in the novel are
the old books themselves, a Chaucer

manuscript and many obscure medieval
texts new to most readers, here lovingly
explored, handled and brought to life in
lyrical passages. “Gently [Albertus] removed the object from its silk bag. It
was, unsurprisingly, a book. A very old
book, slim and bound in brown, aged
leather. What I noticed, despite the
room’s ambient scent of stale tobacco
smoke and the trace of perfume and
after-shaves, was its smell. It smelt of old
gloves and autumn walks. It smelt of
centuries of hands and touch.” Yet it
turns out the book is stolen, while other
medieval texts are betrayed by their unprincipled use at the hands of these
strange medievalist ordinands. The
novel ends with a sensational bibliographical discovery, but at the cost of the
life of Kitty’s friend Evie. So I recommend this lockdown read about lockedin human beings, unfortunate souls,
trapped, not just by the confines of a
rackety college, but by their own ideas.
What anyone unfamiliar with the training of Anglican priests might make of it,
I cannot tell.
Julian Browning

gAtewAys tO tHe Divine
transformative pathways of
prayer from the Holy City of
Jerusalem
Andrew Mayes
Cascade Books £17
ISBN 978-1725260412
‘The Via Dolorosa … is crossed by Jewish Orthodox hurrying down to prayer
at the Western Wall, and at the same
time it witnesses Muslim men kneeling
on their mats at the time of prayer in
their shops. It passes a place for the rehabilitation of blind refugees and others
with disabilities. Along its route today
are found soldiers, beggars, pilgrims, and
tourists; street sellers, laughing children,
and disabled elderly. This river of prayer
and passion flows in the broken heart of
the city, as a potential source of healing
and forgiveness’. In such words Andrew
Mayes takes us to the Jerusalem with
which he is familiar, its prayer and passion, opening up testimonies across
faiths and using the city gates as the device to frame this book on transformative spirituality.

Each chapter links to a gate of
Jerusalem and ends with reflections and
spiritual exercises suited for individuals
and groups. We start with the sealed
Golden Gate and the invitation to unblock prejudice against other faiths and
be open to their spiritual riches especially faiths under the patronage of
Abraham. Fr Mayes draws on his knowledge of Christian spirituality across traditions and first-hand experience of the
joys and sorrows of Jerusalem. We hear
from Jews and Muslims as well as Christians practising in Armenian, Syriac,
Franciscan and Orthodox traditions.
The first spiritual exploration is of
Judaism and particularly the tradition of
Kabbalah, literally ‘that which is received’ with its invitation to ponder the
mystery of creation. We read how ‘Kabbalist Isaac Luria (1534–1572) taught
that in the mystery of creation, God
poured his divine light into vessels over
the world. These could not contain the
effulgence of God’s presence and shattered into many fragments, trapping
sparks of the divine light amid their
shards as they fell to earth. It is the vocation of humanity, taught Luria, to release and unlock these holy sparks amid
the world’s brokenness and return them
to God through prayer and service. We
are to discover the hidden presences of
God amid the world’s mire. We must
discern opportunities for “gathering the
sparks”- taking small steps to release the
trapped glimmers of light that lie half
buried in the dust of the world’s confusions.’ Fr Mayes ponders how God’s light
glints around us inviting us into ‘a divine-human synergy’.
In the section on Syriac tradition, the
author mentions Saint Ephrem who encourages prayer for a ‘luminous eye’ to
see God in all things in these words: ‘Let
our prayer be a mirror, Lord, placed before your face; Then your fair beauty
will be imprinted on its luminous surface’. Orthodox spirituality celebrates the
dazzling light of Christ’s Transfiguration
with wisdom on spirituality as being
about transformation by grace. One of
the most powerful ceremonies in
Jerusalem is a liturgy of light. The Holy
Fire ceremony in the Church of the Resurrection takes place every Easter when
the Armenian and Greek patriarchs
enter Christ’s tomb emerging with a

transforming fire that spreads ultimately
across the Christian world. Keeping the
flame of faith burning in a Holy Land
more and more denuded of Christians is
a contemporary challenge.
In this book we are led on a tour of
Jerusalem by a tour of faiths. One devotional aspect that they share is the invocation of the names of God. ‘In the
Hebrew tradition, to do a thing in the
name of another, or to invoke and call
upon his name, are acts of weight and
potency. To invoke a person’s name is to
make that person effectively present . . .
The power and glory of God are present
and active in his Name . . . attentively
and deliberately to invoke God’s Name
is to place oneself in his presence, to
open oneself to his energy, to offer oneself as an instrument and a living sacrifice in his hands’ (Kallistos Ware). We
are reminded how the repetition of the
Holy Name in the so-called Jesus Prayer
of Orthodoxy has some parallel with the
Sufi practice of reciting the name Allah.
Such mystical making present of God is
transformative not just of the believer
but of the world through their active involvement in it.
‘Gateways to the Divine’ is a profound exploration of both the soul of
Jerusalem and the human soul and how
we get transformed into what we were
made to be. This accessible book informs
us about age old Christian disciplines,
invites us to build friendship across
faiths, and gives a reminder that God has
shown his face in Jerusalem for the good
of the world - so the missionary component of the Faith remains as vital as ever.
John Twisleton
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Book of the month
tHe CHurCH Of englAnD - living in lOve AnD fAitH
Christian teaching and learning about identity, sexuality, relationships and marriage
Foreword by the Archbishops of Canterbury and York
Church House Publishing 2020 £19.99 480pp, ISBN 9780715111673

‘B

efore we ever are the object of our own gaze, or the
gaze of those around us, we are the objects of God’s
gaze. God’s gaze is deeply loving, but it is also perfectly truthful. To know ourselves as God knows us is to know
ourselves as deeply loved, but also to face up to our scars and
sinfulness. God affirms us, but God also challenges us to discover and inhabit our identity differently. God sometimes
challenges us to let go of things we thought were core to who
we are, and sometimes to take on things we had not considered
before. But those challenges are never an imposition on our
true selves; they are always about being freed from the narrow
confines of lives turned in on themselves in order to find our
true flourishing with others, and pre-eminently with God’.
Such words give a taster of a rich Christian document as it sets
forth the transformative good news of Jesus and its relevance
to identity, sexuality, relationships and marriage in a context
where many are looking to the church for change towards
‘equal marriage.’ Commissioned and led by the Bishops of the
Church of England, ‘Living in Love and Faith’ (LLF) celebrates
the Christian good news with profundity looking at what the
Bible, Church tradition and contemporary Christian experience have to say about sexuality alongside the social and biological sciences. There is a celebration of marriage, friendship,
celibacy and a hard-headed, largehearted, unprescriptive engagement with the issues of same sex marriage and gender fluidity. The book is accompanied by materials for group study
including a video and podcast.
‘In our society, equality with regard to sexual orientation
is becoming a litmus test for moral competence. Distinctions made between acceptable sexual behaviour for gay
or lesbian and straight people are seen to render the
Church of England, and other religious bodies of the same
mind, untrustworthy moral guides not only in this but in
other areas of human life… For some, the deepest problem
is that of sexual abuse. Members of the Church of England, clergy and lay, have been responsible, shamefully, for
perpetrating abuse, for mistreating survivors of abuse, and
for covering up the activities of abusers. Some of the relevant practices and attitudes have had deep roots in the
church’s institutional structures and culture – and some
believe that the situation was made worse by aspects of the
church’s moral teaching’.
The Bishops do not pull their punches on the gravity of this
reality, whilst remaining level-headed on the challenges that
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are being made to existing teaching, set forth by them most
recently in 1991: ‘Homophile orientation and its expression in
sexual activity do not constitute a parallel and alternative form
of human sexuality as complete within the terms of the created order as the heterosexual. The convergence of Scripture,
tradition and reasoned reflection on experience… make it impossible for the church to come with integrity to any other
conclusion.’ That statement, which binds gay ordinands and
clergy to celibacy, is coupled to affirming God’s love being as
great for homosexual as for heterosexual people, a truth distinct from the unalterable givenness of marriage. Thirty years
on in LLF the House of Bishops provide a catch up on how the
world has changed and an outline of new thinking within the
Church of England and her ecumenical and other faith partners. This is coupled with an invitation to seek the Holy Spirit’s
guidance for fresh perspectives on the disagreements and differences which exist both within and without the household
of Faith.

How do Anglicans see authority? LLF clarifies the impor- other person simply as a means to our own ends, when we are
tance of scripture, tradition (including natural law) and Chris- inattentive to their needs, when we fail to recognize that they,
tian experience in building consensus on truth and falsehood, too, are delighted in by their Creator. And sin is at work when
right and wrong. This ‘three-legged stool’ is presented, with we fail to see that we, too, are delighted in by God.’ The beauty
clarifications on use of the Bible and natural law, helping ex- of LLF is its continual return to such tested Christian wisdom
plain the heated divisions in the Church and the ecumenical in its explanation of ethical teaching alongside the good hearimplications of any change in marriage. In 2007 the Interna- ing it gives to people struggling with the restriction of sexual
tional Anglican–Roman Catholic Commission for Unity and activity to heterosexual marriage. In inviting debate on how
Mission provided a summary of agreements and disagree- things can develop pastorally the authors admit they disagree
ments stating: ‘In both our Communions marriage has a God- on whether there is a clear Anglican approach on sexuality.
given pattern and significance, entailing the life-long exclusive With echoes of the ordination of women they conclude ‘we
commitment of a man and a woman, encompassing the recip- see an ongoing and evolving argument in Anglican history
rocal love of husband and wife and the procreation and raising about the proper answer to these questions, with different
of children’. In almost 500 pages LLF makes one reference to sides marshalling the evidence of Anglican history in different
the ordination of women although those involved in the on- ways, to suit their differing answers’. The future will tell and
going discernment in that realm will feel at home with its am- meanwhile this resource serves to settle misinformation and
bience. It is a struggle to sift sound development from encourage church members to relate more truthfully in love
innovation, weighing age old practice against calls for change, and faith.
in marriage, ordination or other realms. Compared to the ocJohn F Twisleton
casional emotiveness which characterised
the other debate, LLF steers evenly
The Bishop of Exeter, Dean and chapter, and the
through the issues with intellectual and
spiritual rigour, helped by repeated and fair
Society for the maintenance of the faith,
presentations of rival positions. Readers
seek to appoint a
are invited to eavesdrop on a series of conTeam Rector, Heavitree and St mary Steps
versations at the end of the book between
those who disagree on issues of sexuality
An exciting opportunity for an experienced priest of the Anglo-catholic
and check whether they can identify with
tradition, with missionary zeal, to serve two diverse and wellcontributors including celibate and sexually active gays and trans gender folk.
established city parishes, in a stunning area of the westcountry.
In a brief review it is hard to select or
We want to see parishes that are:
summarise the material from the social
• confident in God’s grace working through the Sacraments;
and biological sciences which is a vital
• intentional in evangelism;
component of LLF. The fall in Church of
• serving the common good of the whole community.
England weddings by 27% from 2007 to
2017 is telling. Meanwhile 64% of the
We therefore seek a priest who:
British public were saying same-sex rela• is generous and openhearted;
• is an excellent preacher, teacher, and person of prayer, committed to the
tionships were ‘not wrong at all’ in 2016,
centrality of the Eucharist;
up from 47% in 2012, and 11% in 1987
•
will
develop a vision for the next phase of mission within the parishes;
near to the last reiteration of Christian
•
will
work
collaboratively with ordained and lay colleagues.
teaching by the Bishops. There is a good
• is a pastor for the whole community;
explanation of the ever-changing LBTQ+
• will engage with people of all ages, and especially in ministry to schools;
vocabulary. Though the Bishops do not ad• is equipped to handle strategic and administrative challenges.
dress trans issues directly they mention the
Evangelical Alliance report, Transsexuality
The Pccs have passed a resolution under the House of Bishops’ Declaration on
(2000). This outlines the dilemma as to
the ministry of Bishops and Priests.
whether obedience to Christ for trans
Christians means ‘learning to accept and
The Diocese is aware that those from black and minority ethnic groups are curlive with their given biological identity berently under-represented amongst its clergy and welcomes applications from
these clergy, desiring to embody a more diverse ministry
cause this is the identity which God has
given them’ or ‘seeking a new post-operafor a conversation about the post, please contact the Ven. Andrew Beane,
tive identity on the grounds that it is this
on (01392) 425577 or archdeacon.of.exeter@exeter.anglican.org
which will enable them to more fully express the person God intends them to be.’
for details, including the profile and an application form,
LLF gives consideration to the misuse
see: www.exeter.anglican.org/vacancies
of power in sexual relations, sexual abuse
closing date: 6 April • Interview Date: 22 April 2021
and the ascendancy of internet pornograThe appointment is subject to an enhanced DBS disclosure.
phy. ‘Sin is at work whenever we treat anmarch 2021 ■ newdirections ■ 25

The Queen’s Gambit
Nathan Mulcock examines the links between chess and the Catholic Church

I

n an imagined meeting between Vladimir Lenin and
Pope S John Paul II, I suspect common ground would be
in meagre supply. However, they did both share a passion
for playing chess, a game which unites numerous disparate historical figures across its 1400-year history. The game itself, an
abstracted all out war waged between black and white sides,
renders itself an obvious yet delicious setting for a meeting of
two men of such strikingly, even violently, opposed worldviews.
Lenin’s example was used to encourage the uptake of chess
as a national pastime in the USSR, which typically steamrolled
its way through international competitions during its existence. More surprising is the pope’s enthusiasm, which had
him awarded the superbly flamboyant title of ‘Grand Commander of the Legion of Grandmasters’ by the International
Federation of Chess in 1999, a sign of the full rehabilitation of
the game in the eyes of the Catholic church, with whom chess
had an historically, dare I say it, chequered relationship.
The unanticipated success of The Queen’s Gambit on Netflix
has led to a resurgence of interest in the game, in part because
the game itself takes centre stage as something gripping in its
own right. As an admitted victim of this frenzy, a few clergy
friends have found themselves unhappily forced to learn the
rudiments of the game under my zealous browbeating. Yet in
the past such enthusiasm would be to invite censure, even excommunication. The modern mind that regards chess-playing
as a cultural shorthand for intelligence might think that compared to such positively devilish pastimes of cards or the
dreaded dice, chess (ludus scacchorum, or scachi in the frequently condemnatory latin texts) would seem an innocent,
even commendable alternative. However, upon arriving in Europe from India, through Persia and from the Arab world,
chess drew sharp ecclesiastical criticism, which inevitably
meant many high-minded reforming individuals and synods
attempting to ban it for other people.
Famous vociferous opponents included S Peter Damien
who rebuked the Bishop of Florence for playing the game,
complaining to Pope-elect Alexander II in ca. 1061 that for
said bishop to play chess was: ‘to defile his hand, the offerer of the
Lord’s body, and his tongue, the mediator between God and His
people, by the contamination of an impious sport’ and further
groused: ’how shameful, how senseless, nay how disgusting this
sport is in a priest.’ Although as a sign of some confusion how
the game was developing, he justifies his condemnation by
mentioning canons that forbid bishops to be ‘aleatores’, that is,
dice-players, which makes one wonder about how the game
was played back then. S Bernard of Clairvaux forbade the
Templars to play chess in their Rule. The Archbishop of Canterbury, John Peckham, was so enraged that some monks at
Coxford had taken up this ‘clownish entertainment’, that he
insisted on three days penance on bread and water before
being permitted to enter church again. In this they become
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equally unlikely bedfellows with the late Ayatollah Kohmeini,
though even he repealed his ban after only seven years.
Yet, with predictable irony, what is known of the game and
its rules frequently comes to us via the very priests and monks
who were meant to have nothing to do with it. The oldest European mention of chess in the early 1000s, the versus de
schachis comes from Einsiedeln Abbey, for instance. The captivating Lewis Chessmen in the British Museum show that the
‘Elephant’ (‘alfil’) piece was changed to a bishop quite early on
(the groove perhaps being interpreted as a mitre),though
there’s no record of this mollifying chess’s enemies. Perhaps because it allowed the 13th century Franciscan John of Wales in
his (probable) work Quaedam moralitas de scaccario, to jibe that
the diagonal, ‘oblique’ movement of the ‘alfini’ were reminiscent of corrupt bishops chasing after worldly favour instead
of straightforwardly striving for virtue!

yet, with predictable irony, what is known of
the game and its rules frequently comes to
us via the very priests and monks who were
meant to have nothing to do with it.
This ‘Innocent Morality’ is an early allegorisation of Chess
as a reflection of the world, and despite setbacks, it was ultimately religious figures that finally raised the prestige of Chess
in Christendom. As with Aristotle, the game’s rehabilitation
is owed to the Dominicans, although Jacobus de Cessolis is,
alas, less of a household name than Aquinas. His collection of
moral sermons which were published as the ‘’Book of the customs of men and the duties of nobles or the Book of Chess’ became
wildly popular, and was the basis of William Caxton’s ‘The
Game and Playe of the Chesse’, likely the second book ever published in English. In both works chess is repurposed as an allegory of all society, where each piece describes the ideal
manners and duties of each class in society, working together
for a harmonious and just commonwealth. With very charming accompanying woodcuts, each pawn is represented as a different commoner with their own funciton and worth besides
the knights, royalty and civil authorities: ‘as noble persones
cannot rewle ne governe without the servyse and werke of the
people.’ (coincidentally, Caxton portrays the alphyns as judges
rather than ecclesiastical bishops).
If we can assume the historical rule of thumb that repeated
church prohibition indicates unsuccessful suppression, chess
evidently retained widespread popularity. However from de
Cessolis onwards, the horror towards it began to recede. With
the emergence of the far more spiritually optimistic humanism
of the Renaissance, chess decisively moved from harmful to
commendable recreation. S Francis de Sales sternly advised
that ‘It is actually a defect to be so strict, austere and unsociable
that one permits neither himself nor others any recreation time.’

And recommends chess (as well as backgammon, but certainly
not games of chance) as justified and good relaxation, although
warns against undue attachment: ‘Are you actually surprised to
find your spirits exhausted after playing chess for five or six hours?’
In Spain meanwhile, Fr Rodrigo López de Segura, apparently
ignoring such advice, was unashamedly celebrated as one of
the great chess masters of his time, with his writings contributing to modern game of chess, particularly its opening theory.
He remains honoured in the chess world with the popular and
highly playable ‘Ruy Lopez’ opening (1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bb5)
which is named for him.

clearly, whether it aroused horror or approval, chess struck deeply at the European
and christian psyche.
This intriguingly entwined history of chess and the catholic
faith may have even influenced the game itself. Bishops aside,
it is speculated that the emergence of the Queen as the most
powerful piece on the board (replacing the much weaker
‘vizier’) was not only in response to the emergence powerful
catholic queens such as Eleanor of Aquitaine and Isabella I of
Castille, but may also have been influenced by the growing devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary. Certainly, Abbot Gautier
de Coincy in his own thirteenth century allegory of chess ad
played between the God and the Devil, likens the Queen of
Heaven to a piece that moves in all directions in a way that
leaves the devil ‘so tied up and so worried that he doesn’t know
where he should move.’ A description surprisingly similar to the
modern Queen piece.
Clearly, whether it aroused horror or approval, chess struck
deeply at the European and Christian psyche. When not being
condemned as a tool that rendered players pawns of Satan, the
mediaeval imagination particularly saw rich allegory within
the game, with it representing at different levels the cosmic
struggle between heaven and hell, or the proper ordering of
Christian society, even the struggle of the individual soul.
There is something rather wondrous about the tension in the
Middle Ages where some ecclesiastical figures condemn the
pastime while others simultaneously see the divine order represented within it.
Even with the disappearance of the hierarchical mediaeval
society that chess reflects, I’d venture with the more sympathetic religious figures, that the game is on the side of the angels, and encourages commendable thinking and habit. It relies
on one’s pieces being co-ordinated with each other and working together to deliver victory. Moreover, crucial to the play is
the fact that winning is achieved through making key sacrifices
to reach the ultimate goal; one of the most famous chess games
(‘The Immortal Game’) is famous because of the daring sacrifices Adolf Andersson made to achieve checkmate with his
minor pieces. The piece-hoarding player never prevails. There
is rich metaphor here for the spiritual life that both requires
the harmonic co-ordination of our virtues and is required to
make sacrifices in order to win the King. As the weak pawn
struggles its way across the board it can become the mighty
Queen, a sign to always have regard for the humble, and that

in faith low-key persistence is more valuable accomplishing
great and flashy deeds. The fact that pawns often have to work
together to achieve this goal adds another rich symbolic layer.
In it’s winner-takes-all struggle, there is an image of the spiritual combat as we battle against sin and the devil. The Game
of Life presents existence as a linear journey through time, but
chess perhaps better represents the far from smooth experience of the Spiritual life. There, every advance we make nevertheless requires vigilance to protect our other sides from
attack. We are frequently confronted with unanticipated setbacks, often as a consequence from our own ill thought-out
blunders, and these require reflection and re-calculation as we
seek to recover our lost position. It encourages us to choose
patience over aggression and to work with what we have, to be
on the constant lookout for openings and opportunities to do
good and to think ahead of the outcomes of our action; the
virtue of prudence.
Admittedly a game that traverses cultures and ideologies is
open to any number of interpretations (as Lenin would no
doubt remind me), however the patron saint of chess, S.
Theresa of Ávila, defends my interpretation. In the Way of Perfection, (after apologising for even knowing of the game forbidden in her convents) thought it a suitable analogy for
instructing her nuns: ‘How legitimate it will be for us to play it
in this way, and, if we play it frequently, how quickly we shall give
checkmate to this Divine King! He will not be able to move out of
our check nor will He desire to do so.’ and warns strictly against
those who think themselves contemplatives without long practice in the virtues: ‘[He thinks] that, in order to give checkmate,
it would be enough to be able to recognize the pieces. But that is impossible, for this King does not allow Himself to be taken except by
one who surrenders wholly to Him.’

Even with the disappearance of the hierarchical mediaeval society that chess reflects,
I’d venture with the more sympathetic religious figures, that the game is on the side of
the angels, and encourages commendable
thinking and habit.
The analogy somewhat breaks down here, as surrender is
never a sound strategy for winning at chess, but it points to
that happy truth about God: Our fate does not rest on obtaining tricks, chance throws of the dice, and certainly not convincingly bluffing our way through life. The good ordering of
providence allows us to work out our salvation through Christ,
to find ourselves progressing, even under opposition, as long
as we’re willing to choose our moves with deliberation and care
for the ultimate outcome. It can be a battle, it will be costly,
but we only truly lose when we refuse to make that next move
towards obtaining the King. Let the clergy play chess. At any
rate, I’d like to see mammon-worshipping, dice-rolling Monopoly attempt such edifying claims. ND
Fr Nathan Mulcock trained for the priesthood at St Stephen’s
House, Oxford. He served his curacy in the Diocese of St Alban’s.
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march Diary
Thurifer realizes that not much changes

A

problem of public discourse, highlighted and exacerbated during the pandemic and its febrile atmosphere was that reasoned disagreement was downed
out by the mindless braying of slogans and clapped-out cliché.
Being offended does not mean that you are right. Tools of suppression and weapons to silence dissentient voices and opinions that do not conform to the party line are the first to
emerge in any tin-pot dictatorship or rigidly ideological
regime. Holy Church is not immune as the
auto-da-fé of heretics bear witness. The
ruthless puritan period of the Interregnum
in 17th century England is not forgotten.
The Public Worship Regulation Act
(1874), constitutionally and legally valid
following all the democratic procedures of
the day, purported to “put down ritualism.”
It was not to be tolerated in the doctrinal
economy of the Church of England. Dr
Pusey was suspended from preaching for
two years in Oxford University. It would
now probably be permanent inhibition and
dismissal in that citadel of academic freedom and discourse. Newman escaped censure by the non placet of the Junior Proctor,
Richard Church. Although he may not
have said it in precisely these terms, the Voltarian principle “I
wholly disapprove of what you say and will defend to the death
your right to say it,” is preferable to a policy of “no-platforming”
- the crudity of the neologism should warn us of its totalitarian
nature. The American jurist, Oliver Wendell Holmes, wrote
in a dissenting opinion: “If there is any principle of the Constitution that more imperatively calls for attachment than any
other, it is the principle of free thought: not free thought for

Democracy, however tattered and battered,
emerged triumphant, if not unscathed.
those who agree with us, but freedom for the thought that we
hate.” It is not an easy principle to implement in the face of
what may be to many prejudiced and distasteful ideas and
there may be an instinct to ban, to foreclose debate, to silence
but the higher principle of freedom of speech and debate is the
greatest and most sure defence of the democratic, as opposed
to the totalitarian, society.
*
The inauguration of President Biden brought to an end the attempted putsch, if such it was, by his predecessor. Democracy,
however tattered and battered, emerged triumphant, if not
unscathed. It was not ever thus. One of many problems with
dictatorships, fascist, communist, or any betwixt and between,
is the obliteration history by an approved, enforced narrative.
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Year 1 of the despotism is the new baseline. History, in its nuance, untidiness, it heights and depths, becomes irrelevant before the rigid might of the new orthodoxy. Today’s “cancel
culture” has something of that despotic intolerance of a conflicted past. Consider, Michelangelo seems to have been unpleasant, surly, rebarbative but an artist who can touch the
soul. Is there anything finer than his Pieta? Charles Dickens
was a dreadful husband but a potent force for social good.
Even that adamantine protestant, Cromwell, drew the line at
Anabaptists.
*
Ploughing through Chaucer’s Prologue to The Canterbury Tales
(and one of the Tales) for A Level may have felt something of
a chore before the fascination of Shakespeare’s Othello. It soon
became apparent, even to an underwhelmed teenager, how important it was
and how enjoyable. Even if Dr Coghill’s
translation helped matters along. As if the
world was not mad enough, it ought not to
come as a surprise that one of our universities has now struck a blow for the philistine and the ignorant, the superficial and
the supine. A friend put it better when he
wrote: “It is pointless to expect any traditional standards or civilised principles from
our universities. Degree courses are being
sold as qualifications for a job with a bigger
salary. I read … that the University of
Leicester’s English department is proposing
to scrap the teaching of Chaucer and mediaeval literature in favour of “a chronological literary history, a selection of modules on race, ethnicity,
sexuality and diversity, a decolonised curriculum, and new employability modules.” This, they claim, is what “students expect”.
Quite apart from the fact that students should be taught literature they would not necessarily choose to read, an English
department which espouses this gobbledygook is fit only to be
closed.” Indeed so.
*
On March 18th last year, I was to have taken a friend for his
birthday to Tate Britain to see an exhibition of paintings of the
English Baroque, and to lunch amid the splendid Whistler
murals. The evening before, the Tate announced its closure in
the face of the rising tide of a new virus. My lockdown began
then. Over 100,000 deaths and vast numbers of victims in hospital or ill at home later and we are still under its threat. Vaccines came to the rescue sooner than we could have hoped.
My turn came mid-February and very efficiently executed it
was. Fortunately, the centre was within easy walking distance.
Several GP practices had combined in one large recreational
hall. The volunteer and medical staff were first-rate. By
chance, I was inoculated by staff from my own Practice and
was enjoying a pleasant chat unaware that the needle had gone
into my arm. The centre was busy and it took some 45 minutes. Fortune again smiled and I had no adverse reaction, not
even a sore arm. Yet we look back on a plague year and a ravaged social, economic and personal landscape. And for the future? Pray. ND

Per Angusta ad Augusta
Harri Williams remembers the faithful example of Sister Mary Teresa SSM

T

here are many people gathered in
this Church who will know far more
about Sr Teresa than I will. Having
met her but briefly on several pilgrimages
during my younger days, she has of course
been resident at the House in Chiswick since
before I arrived here as Parish Priest. I am
fortunate to know much of the story of her
life, through what others have shared. Having had the privilege of saying Mass at the
Priory on a daily basis since the lockdown
began last March, I have come to understand
and appreciate in a much deeper sense, the
nature and the importance of the religious
life. My additional qualification in respect of
my knowledge of the religious life, and if you
didn’t know this fact already then you must
be the last person in Walsingham not to know, is that I am of
course Sr Angela’s godson in law. As we give thanks to
Almighty God this day for Sr Teresa, we are not simply giving
thanks for a 90 year old woman who has lived a good life, or a
lady who through her smile and character brought joy into the
lives of others, although she did all of that, rather we are giving
thanks in particular for the distinct vocation which Sr Teresa
embraced 67 years ago. The vocation to the religious life. In
our Gospel for today we hear the opening section of St John’s
account of the resurrection. Here we meet the disciples, together with Mary Magdalene, who after Jesus’ crucifixion on
Good Friday, were undoubtedly consumed with fear and anx-

fear as the fathers of the church teach us
is the ‘original sin’, the poison that was
injected into the human race at the fall of
creation, fear is debilitating, life denying,
it upsets both the individual and society.
iety for themselves and for their future. On that first day of
the week when they came to the tomb, one after another, and
glimpsed at the empty tomb, they came to realise that the
words of prophecy spoken by Christ about his death and resurrection were true. He was indeed the Son of God, the saviour of the world. The risen Christ called the first apostles to
alter their minds from fear to trust. To have a mind of trust
rather than a mind of fear, is what the vocation to the religious
life is about. When we have a mind of fear, we cling to who we
are and what we have. We value our identity, our possessions,
our status. Fear as the Fathers of the Church teach us is the
‘original sin’, the poison that was injected into the human race
at the fall of creation, fear is debilitating, life denying, it upsets
both the individual and society. And if we have a mind of fear,
we can easily become defensive towards those whom we might

consider our adversaries. Our speech and
our actions become aggressive and we lash
out at those whom we are called to love. To
have a mind of trust however is not to live
out one’s life at a surface level, but rather to
ground one’s being through prayer, word and
sacrament on our true identity. To centre
one’s life on what is deep within us, the image
and likeness of God. When we obtain a
mind of trust we rest in the centre, in the
knowledge that we are safe, in the knowledge
that we are saved. It is through that transformation from fear to trust that our souls become great and expansive, enabling us to love
and to pray and to witness in a more powerful way than we can imagine, or perhaps even
recognise. Sr Teresa, like all religious when
they embrace their vocation and take their vows, embraced
that transformation from fear to trust. That transformation
is enabled most chiefly through the vows of poverty, chastity
and obedience which the Sisters of St Margaret make at their
profession. Their names are changed, concern about material
possessions removed, and the nature of human relationships
forever altered. The willingness to embrace such a vocation is
one which we should all as priests and people hold in great respect. Because by taking those vows Sr Teresa, like all religious
enabled her mind to change from fear to trust, she enabled
herself to be grounded in the images and likeness of the God
who created her, who saved her, and who loved her. The God
who said to her at her vocation: ‘Arise my love, my beautiful
one, and come away.’ Sr Teresa’s faithfulness to that change of
mind, is something which the whole Church should give
thanks for, but perhaps particularly the Church in this place,
and those who profess, uphold and teach the Catholic Faith in
the Church of England. For when the vote to permit women
to be ordained in 1992 happened, it would have been easy for
Sr Teresa to follow the crowd, or like others to honourably depart for another shore. But Sr Teresa, was faithful to the
Church of her baptism and to the Church of her vocation as a
religious. And through her efforts, the house of the Society of
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itivity and hope do speak for them and to them? For we too
easily forget that the Society of St Margaret established its
house in this place in 1947 with only three sisters, and with
the words of the Founder ringing in their ears: ‘the impossible
must be done.’ Today we give thanks to Almighty God for the
life of Sr Mary Teresa. We give thanks that by embracing her

It is that legacy of leadership that the people of this Benefice, the pilgrims who visit
the Shrine, and so many others continue to
enjoy through the presence and the prayers,
and the witness of Srs Angela and carol.

St Margaret in this place became autonomous once again. Enabling through her leadership the traditional monastic way of
living the religious life to be retained. It is that legacy of leadership that the people of this Benefice, the pilgrims who visit
the Shrine, and so many others continue to enjoy through the
presence and the prayers, and the witness of Srs Angela and
Carol. But if we want to honour Sr Teresa’ life and work, then
perhaps more than ever we must consider as priests, associates,
parishioners and friends how we can continue to support the
religious life in this place. What prayer do we offer for them,
what practical support do we give to them, what words of pos-

vocation she became, like those first disciples, a woman whose
mind was one of trust and not fear. Who through the willingness to give up all for Christ, enabled her heart and soul to
widen, to love first, love midst, love last. The motto of the society of St Margaret is per angusta ad augusta. Through trials
to triumphs. Through her life Sr Teresa displayed that despite
the trials which faced her, her heart and mind was fixed on the
triumph that awaited her. May this Mass speedily hasten her
soul on its way, may she who was not fearful but trusting be
granted a share in the triumphs of heaven. ND
Fr Harri Williams SSC is the parish priest of Walsingham. This
sermon was preached at a Requiem Mass celebrated at St Mary’s
Walsingham on the 25th January 2021 for the repose of the soul of
Sister Mary Teresa SSM

Landmark Parish church celebrates 150
years of the Eucharist
Daniel Turner on an important anniversary for the Cathedral of North London

S

t Augustine’s Church in Kilburn has long been famed as
one of the grandest monuments to Anglo-Catholic worship and one of the finest churches to be built in Europe
in the nineteenth century. Hailed by Betjeman as ‘the cathedral of North London’ it has witnessed to the catholic faith by
a daily celebration of the mass since the first Eucharist was celebrated on Passion Sunday on the current site in 1871.
Based on the design of Albi cathedral allied to an inspiring
west end (complete with rose window) modelled on the cathedral of St Etienne in Caen, and with a spire second in height
only to St Paul’s Cathedral in London, many see this church as
JL Pearson’s finest achievement. It has a vaulted ceiling
throughout and many will recognise its interior from television shows including Grantchester, Songs of Praise and the Sacred Music series on BBC4 with The Sixteen choir. It’s
acoustics are world renowned and it has even played host to a
concert given by Leonard Bernstein!
On Sunday 21st March there will be a Choral Solemn Mass
with Byrd’s Mass for 3 Voices offered as the first in a series of
events to celebrate the church’s 150 years of Parish Life and
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Ministry. The church has remained open where possible during the pandemic and has strict protocols for distancing etc.
However, given the lofty height of the building and its vast size
this has not proved as difficult for St Augustine’s as other
churches!
Future events will include a Solemn Patronal Mass of St
Augustine on Saturday 29th May which it is hoped will include
a lecture, lunch and exhibitions. We hope Society Clergy may
vest and join this wonderful celebration though as yet the
plans are not secure owing to the pandemic. The church has a
rich and fine collection of vestments (many made in house by
the Sisters of Kilburn) which we hope to display alongside a
demonstration of the superb Fr Willis organ which the church
is planning to restore and complete over the coming years.
For further details and updates do look at our new website
which has some fabulous new images of the church’s interior:
www.staugustinekilburn.org ND
Daniel Turner is Organist & Director of Music at St Augustine’s,
Kilburn

Holy Smoke
John Gayford on the use of incense in church

T

he statement the use of incense has been discussed in the
Anglican Church with considerably more fervour than
knowledge is as true today as it was over 100 years ago.
In current liturgical practice the use of incense is a powerful
symbol with perfumed plumes of prayer ascending to God and
lingering around those who worship. As the Psalmist says Let
my prayer be counted as incense before you, and the lifting of my
hands as the evening sacrifice. In modern liturgy incense, after
being placed on the red-hot charcoal, is seen as the fire of divine love raising in prayer to Almighty God. Blessing of the incense may now be in silence by the priest simply making the
sign of the cross. In former times, as in the Extraordinary Rite,
the intercession of the Archangel Michael is invoked at the
blessing as God’s mercy is implored; and as the censer is
handed back to the deacon the words are said May the Lord
kindle in us the fire of his love and the flame of everlasting charity.
By the time incense is liturgically offered in our churches it
has travelled a long way both historically and geographically.
The word incense comes from the Latin incendere (to burn).
In Greek it is thymiama and in Hebrew qtet. The main ingredient is frankincense (olibanum) a resin that comes from
Southern Arabia but many other often secret ingredients have
been added. Incense seems at some time to have been used by
most religions of the world.
Incense was used in the ancient world for many purposes,
some religious some not. There is also evidence of its use as a
perfume or cosmetic. Sacrifice was made to a god or gods, as
was the common practice in many of Israel’s surrounding cultures. An offering was made for the deceased and to drive away
evil spirits. Incense was used to honour a person or as an accompaniment to a festival banquet but also created a worshipful atmosphere. Jeremiah refers to its healing properties and
as a means of purification, and the Song of Songs (5:5) refers
to its seductive properties. We need to remember incense has
been used in magic and in the evil arts. As such it was abhorrent to Christians at first.

It was in Egypt in the third millennium B.C. that incense
became an indispensable part of the ritual of embalming for
burial of dead kings. Texts from the Pyramids tell of its elaborate use for the preparation of the king for entrance into eternal life. The smoke of the incense was seen as it ascended
making a stairway into the heavens. It is not surprising that
many people wanted to imitate this. Incense changed the corrupt smell of a decaying human body into a divine body of
everlasting life and endurance. Incense was lavishly used in ancient Egyptian temple worship offered to the gods, even believing that the smell attracted the gods and made them
favourable to the worshippers.

In the Old Testament a distinction is made
between the lawful and unlawful use of
incense.The use of incense spread slowly
to western churches from the east.
In the Old Testament a distinction is made between the
lawful and unlawful use of incense. The latter coming from a
pagan cult that had been imported into Israel, with archaeological evidence to support this. Lawful offering of incense had
to be of a specific formula which is given in Exodus 30: 34 and
35. This formula has come under much scrutiny with claims
that in reality it was a secret made up of 11 spices known only
to a family of Jewish priests; that secret has now been lost to
us. There was a golden censer in front of the holy of holies
where Moses had instructed Aaron to burn incense twice a
day in the Tent of the Meeting. This was later transferred to
the Temple where only the high priest could enter the Holy of
Holies and offer incense for the atonement of sins on the Day
of Atonement. The way in which this incense is to be offered
is specified in Leviticus 16:12 and 13. The vision of the call of
Isaiah (6:1-7) shows a temple filled with smoke. In the Book
of Malachi (1:11) we read: From the rising of the sun to its setting,
my name will be great among the nations, and in every place incense
will be offered to my name and a pure offering. For my name will
be great among the nations says the Lord of hosts.
Even in Old Testament times the various substances used
for incense had to be imported from far and wide (much as it
is today). There was not one single route, some came by land
through the desert splitting into different ways and others by
sea. Southern Arabia produced both frankincense and myrrh
and was the major exporter but others came from China and
India.
There are fewer references to incense in the New Testament. Zechariah the father of St. John the Baptist was a Jewish
priest and in St. Luke 1:8-13 we hear that it was his turn offer
incense in the Temple. St. Matthew (2:11) records that frankincense was brought to the infant Jesus by one of the Magi. St.
Mark and St. Luke tell us of the anointing of the body of Jesus
with a large amount of myrrh and aloes, St. Paul describes the
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sacrifice of Our Blessed Lord as a fragrant odour. We are also
told of people anointing themselves to cure disease. In Revelations incense is used to describe the prayers of believers and
in 5:8 the 24 elders have golden bowls full of incense made up
of the prayers of the saints.
In the first three centuries of the Christian era there is no
mention of the use of incense in church ceremonies. Its use
could be seen as pagan but this view started to modify in the
fourth century.
The use of incense came first in the Eastern Coptic and Syrian Churches in the 4th century. By the 5 - 6th century use
spread to the Antiochene churches with censing taking place
at various points before and during the Eucharistic liturgy. Incense is used in all the orthodox liturgies, in Divine Liturgy
there is censing of the altar, the holy
gifts, the Book of Gospel, icons and the
people. In the Greek Church it became
the custom to have 12 bells attached to
the chains of the thurible symbolic of
the twelve apostles making a joyful
sound, while in the Syrian Church
there are nine bells symbolic of the nine
orders of angels. In Lent this was replaced by the Katzio (a plain thurible
with no bells). The use of incense
spread slowly to western churches from
the east. We hear little of it before the
9th century and it took time for it to
spread through parts of the Mass. It
was first used in processions which could include the entry
and Gospel processions, but not until the 13th century was it
used at both the Elevation of the Host and of the Chalice.
The reformation brought an end to the use of incense in
churches of the reformed tradition. In the short the reign of
Queen Mary (1553-1558) Catholic practices were restored to
England. There are accounts of incense being occasionally
used in Anglican churches in the 17th century. Bishop Lancelot
Andrew (1555-1626) using it in his private chapel and even
reports that it was used in the domestic chapel of Queen Elizabeth I but was probably only to produce a pleasing odour. Incense was totally banned in the 18th century by Puritans. It
was not until the 19th century under Tractarian influence that
again it was used in some Anglo-Catholic churches: but not
without vocal and even violent protest. Surprisingly Dr. Orchard at the beginning of the 20th century introduced Catholic
ritual at the Kings Weigh Congregational Church for a short
time. We obviously live in more tolerant times now when the
United Methodist Church allows the use of incense in an
evening prayer and praise service.
The use of incense in worship is mainly confined to
churches of a catholic disposition but even so it is not an essential element of liturgy. The catholic revival within the Anglican Church saw the reintroduction of incense but not
without controversy, some of which remains. The introduction of The English Missal gives evidence of how incense could
be used in Eucharistic worship in the Anglican Church. In
modern Catholic liturgy incense can be used at any Mass
(even if only in a bowl) thus not confined to a solemn celebra32 ■ newdirections ■ march 2021

tion. Processions (including the entry procession at Mass) are
dignified by the thurifer leading and swinging the censer. At
the beginning of a Solemn Mass the celebrant censes the altar
and may even be censed himself. Incense is blessed and used
again to venerate the Book of Gospels. At the offertory the
altar is again censed after the preparation of the gifts to honour
the gifts of bread and wine. This is followed by censing of the
ministers and people. In the Eucharistic Prayer elevation of
the Host and Chalice can be accompanied by the use of incense. Incense has a special place in benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament but since the Blessed Sacrament is already sanctified, incense does not need to be blessed for this purpose. In
solemn Vespers during singing of the Magnificat, when the
altar and all those present are censed. Less common is incense
used at Lauds but it would seem appropriate on the Feast of St. John the Baptist when the canticle of his father
Zechariah is sung. At special rejoicing
a Solemn Te Deum is sung with incense
in attendance. Finally at a funeral requiem not only is incense used as at
Mass but also at the entry of the coffin
into the church which it is censed and
sprinkling with holy water, possibly
with the singing of the Subvenite Sancti
Dei (Come to his/her assistance saints
of God). At the end of the requiem
there is the absolution of the dead
where once more the coffin is censed
before the singing of In paradisum deducant te angeli (may the
Angels lead you into paradise) as it leaves the church.
Incense is used at the Easter Vigil Lucernarium in preparing
and lighting of the Paschal Candle. Five grains of incense (or
representations of the same) can be inserted into the candle
in a prescribed way in the shape of a cross with the symbols
Alpha and Omega and the date. The candle is led into a dark
church carried by a minister but preceded by a thurifer burning incense. The procession halts three times as personal candles are lit. The clouds of incense swirling round the candle in
a darkened church has a dramatic effect of announcing the
risen Christ coming into our darkened world.
To enter a church where there is still the lingering smell of
incense can put the senses in tune with the prayer and devotion that has taken place. Incense can contribute to the sense
of mystery, symbolic of prayer rising before God. ND
Suggested Further Reading:- Atchley, E.G.C.F. A History of Incense in Divine Worship. Alcuin Club Collection Number13. London 1909.
- Fragomeni, R. the Use of Incense in The New Dictionary of
Sacramental Worship edited by Fink, P.E. A Michael Glazier
Book. The Liturgical Press, Collegeville Minnesota. 1990.
- Nielsen, K. Incense in The Anchor Yale Biblical Dictionary
(Volume 3) edited by Freedman, D. N. The Anchor Yale
Bible London. 2009.
Father John Gayford is a priest of the Society of the Holy Cross.

The Voice of Prayer is Never Silent…
A Holy Week Festival online from London

A

group of young musicians from the See of Fulham
have drawn up exciting plans for an online celebration of Holy Week using choirs, instrumentalists and
churches from across London and Southwark dioceses.
James Day, Daniel Turner and Tom Williams direct the
music at St Gabriel’s Pimlico, St Augustine’s Kilburn and St
Matthew’s W14 (Kensington Olympia). They were acutely
aware that some Fulham parishes were not holding their usual
rounds of Choral Holy Week services because of the pandemic. Current rules mean that only 3 professional singers
may be used at services and this has restricted repertoire significantly. As professional church musicians they themselves
felt an acute sense of loss and deprivation at the removal of
regular choral services, amateur choirs and concerts. Many
will miss the vast corpus of music written for choirs and instrumentalists especially for Holy Week – the centre of our
faith.
By pre-recording the services and concerts behind locked
doors with professional musicians, larger choirs and ensembles
can be used than is permitted at in-person events. Sharing
their time, talents and importantly their technology from
across different churches is certainly one positive thing to
come from these turbulent times!
The current listings for the festival are:
- Palm Sunday – 8pm Sung Compline with the choir and
clergy from St Matthew’s W14
- Fig Monday – 8pm Haydn’s Seven Last Words from the
Cross from St Luke, Kingston
- Tuesday in Holy Week – 8pm Lecons de Tenebra by Merula
with Angie Hicks & Jacob Garside from All Saints, Notting
Hill
- Spy Wednesday– 8pm Tenebrae with the Bishop of Fulham,
choir and clergy from St Augustine’s, Kilburn
- Maundy Thursday – 1pm Organ Recital on Holy Week
music by Jamie McVinnie from St Andrew’s, Holborn
- Good Friday – 6pm Stainer’s Crucifixion with the Parish
Choir of St Gabriel’s Pimlico
- Easter Even – 3pm Richafort Requiem & other motets with
the Erebus Ensemble from St Matthew’s W14

At many of these events the viewer will be able to join in with
the singing of familiar hymns, responses and prayers. Running
alongside the events will be short commentaries, interviews
and explanatory talks given by Jonathan Baker, Bishop of Fulham, his priests and some of the lay musicians involved. In addition to the online festival the
musicians are gathering videos
and pictures from across the
Fulham family of parishes to
put together a virtual hymn
and a video montage showing
what our churches have been
doing during the pandemic.
They have chosen Sweet Sacrament Divine as this year’s hymn.
This will be shown in full
ahead of the celebration of the
Chrism Mass by Bishop
Jonathan on Tuesday in Holy
Week.
The musicians are adamant that this offering represents
a devotional aid in addition to regular worship in your own
parish church. The timings are such as to permit everyone to
attend daily mass and other devotions and then to watch and
listen to these events at home. Once launched the content will
be available for up to one month. Any proceeds will be shared
between the host churches and the festival committee for future celebrations.
Bishop Jonathan said of the trio’s joint efforts: ‘I commend
to everyone these online celebrations of the Great Week. Our
young musicians deserve our support during this pandemic.
This festival unites our catholic faith and the rich musical and
liturgical traditions of our churches to allow us all to follow
Our Lord more closely through Holy Week than is otherwise
permitted in public at this time’.
For more information please have a look at the festival’s
website HolyWeekFestival.london and do look out for Holy
Week Festival .London on social media and the Bishop of Fulham’s facebook page. ND
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touching place
S. EDmuND, SOuTHWOLD, SuffOLk

T

he later Middle Ages saw the small coastal ports of East Suffolk experience a degree of relative prosperity that they would not see again
until they were ‘discovered’ by London emigrés in the 1980s. Their
communities built splendid 15th century churches at places like Blythburgh,
Kessingland, Aldeburgh and Walberswick, but nowhere exemplifies it better
than Southwold. A fire early in the 15th c. provided an added impetus for the
rebuilding which was largely completed by the 1460s and 70s.The tower is
outstanding, with the inscription SA(nc)T EDMUND ORA P(ro): NOBIS
around the top of the big W.
window. In 1456, one John
Busshop (Bishop) left £20 towards its building as well as a
bequest to the bells, suggesting
that it was approaching completion. The body of the church
was ready for the new roodscreen then, and money was
left towards its painting in
1481; the roodscreen remains,
stretching across the whole
width of the church, bearing
the Twelve Apostles in the
nave, Old Testament prophets
in the S aisle and the Nine Orders of Angels in the N aisle.
Their faces were defaced after
the Reformation, but no other
mediaeval screen in Suffolk remains so complete.
The interior is really light, helped by a German bomb removing a good
deal of glass in 1943; the E window is Comper’s replacement and his last work
(1954). F. E. Howard carried out a good deal of restoration each side of 1930;
the colourful lectern and towering font cover are his. The mediaeval wineglass pulpit was also recoloured, rather enthusiastically. The hammerbeam
roof retains its angels; some of it has been recoloured, both in the chancel
and also as a canopy of honour for the (non-existent) rood. Don’t miss the
15th c. figure against the tower arch, a ‘clock jack’ who uses an axe to strike
the bell.
Map reference: TM507763
Simon Cotton

Forms of words for making a bequest to FiF in your Will
I GIVE to FORWARD IN FAITH of 2A The Cloisters, Gordon
Square, London WC1H 0AG the sum of ___________________
pounds (£
) and I DIRECT that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper officer of Forward in Faith shall be good
and sufficient discharge to my Executor.
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or I GIVE the residue of my estate to FORWARD IN FAITH of
2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London WC1H 0AG and I DIRECT that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper officer of
Forward in Faith shall be good and sufficient discharge to my Executor.

charles, king and martyr
The commemoration of the Martyrdom of King Charles took place this year
at All Saints Margaret Street on Saturday 30th January. The celebrant was the
Chairman of the Society, Fr James Hill SSC. The preacher was Fr Nigel Palmer
SSC.

Bishops of
e Society
The Bishop of Beverley
PROVINCE OF YORK (EXCEPT BLACKBURN AND LEEDS)

The Right Revd Glyn Webster
Holy Trinity Rectory, Micklegate, York YO1 6LE
01904 628155 oﬃce@seeofbeverley.org.uk
www.seeofbeverley.org.uk

The Bishop of Burnley
BLACKBURN

The Right Revd Philip North CMP
Dean House, 449 Padiham Road, Burnley BB12 6TE
01282 479300 bishop.burnley@blackburn.anglican.org

The Bishop of Chichester
CHICHESTER

The Right Revd Dr Martin Warner SSC
The Palace, Chichester PO19 1PY 01243 782161
bishop.chichester@chichester.anglican.org

The Bishop of Ebbsfleet
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY (WEST)

The Right Revd Jonathan Goodall SSC
Hill House, The Mount, Caversham,
Reading RG4 7RE 0118 948 1038
bishop@ebbsfleet.org.uk www.ebbsfleet.org.uk

The Bishop of Fulham
LONDON & SOUTHWARK

The Right Revd Jonathan Baker
The Vicarage, 5 St Andrew St, London EC4A 3AF
020 7932 1130 bishop.fulham@london.anglican.org
www.bishopoﬀulham.org.uk

The Bishop of Richborough
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY: EAST (EXCEPT CHICHESTER,
LONDON & SOUTHWARK); EUROPE

The Right Revd Norman Banks SSC
Parkside House, Abbey Mill Lane, St Albans AL3 4HE
01727 836358 bishop@richborough.org.uk www.richborough.org.uk

The Bishop of Wakefield
LEEDS

The Right Revd Tony Robinson SSC
Pontefract Ho, 181A Manygates Lane, Wakefield WF2 7DR
01924 250781 / 07834 206317
bishop.tony@leeds.anglican.org

The Bishop of Lewes
CHICHESTER

The Right Revd Will Hazlewood
Knowle Cottage, Knowle Lane, Halland, Lewes BN8 6PR
01273 425009
Bishop.Lewes@chichester.anglican.org

The Right Revd John Ford
(formerly Bishop of The Murray)
The Right Revd John Gaisford SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd John Goddard SSC
(formerly Bishop of Burnley)
The Right Revd Dr John Hind
(formerly Bishop of Chichester)
The Right Revd Martyn Jarrett SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd Roger Jupp SSC
(formerly Bishop of Popondota)
The Right Revd Robert Ladds SSC
(formerly Bishop of Whitby)
The Right Revd Michael Langrish
(formerly Bishop of Exeter)
The Right Revd Peter Ramsden
(formerly Bishop of Port Moresby)
The Right Revd Nicholas Reade
(formerly Bishop of Blackburn)
The Right Revd Lindsay Urwin OGS
(formerly Bishop of Horsham)
The Right Revd Peter Wheatley
(formerly Bishop of Edmonton)
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Subscribe to
New Directions
NEW DIRECTIONS is sent free of charge
to all members of Forward in Faith UK *
To join Forward in Faith or subscribe to New DirecTioNs,
please print oﬀ and post the forms on the website
(www.forwardinfaith.com) or complete the form below
as applicable:

i wish to subscribe to New DirecTioNs as:

A Member of Forward in Faith UK
individual Membership: £30
concessionary: £15
concessionary: £21
Family Membership: £42
i am a UK Taxpayer please send me a Gift Aid form
Or
A NEW DIRECTIONS Subscriber
UK: £30
europe: £45
rest of the world: £55
i enclose payment of £ ..............................
cheques payable to Forward in Faith

CREDIT/DEBIT CARD PAYMENTS
BY TELEPHONE ONLY - MONDAY, WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY, 9.30
AM TO 4.30 PM.

Name.............................................................................................
Address..........................................................................................
......................................................................................................
.....................................................Post Code/Zip ...........................
TO: Forward in Faith, 2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London
WC1H 0AG. Tel: 020 7388 3588 Fax: 020 7387 3539
Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com
If you do not have a UK bank account, please contact us to discuss payment
methods by email (Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com) or telephone
(020 7388 3588 – Monday, Wednesday or Thursday, 9.30 am to 4.30 pm)
* Members of Credo Cymru who are not also members of Forward in Faith
should contact their Membership Secretary

newdirections

Classified Ads rates
£22.50 for 1 month
(up to 50 words)
£45 for 2 months
£45 for 3 months
Series of advertisements in excess
of three months will also be
charged at £20 per month
with every third month free
Additional words will be charged at 50
pence each for one month,
£1 each for two or three months etc.

Contact the Advertising
Manager: Mike Silver
57 Century Road, Rainham,
Kent ME8 0BQ
01634 386624
email silver43mike@gmail.com
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classifieds
cAR SuPPLIERS – PRIORy AuTOmOTIVE Priory
are the Christian car suppliers who can provide any new or used car at the very best
price. Let them take the hassle out of your
next car purchase, all vehicles are fully
checked before free delivery to your door.
Part exchange a pleasure and budgets to suit
all. Please call 0114 2559696 or visit
www.prioryautomotive.com

EDENHAm REGIONAL HOuSE RETREAT cENTRE
nr Bourne Lincs. Near Peterborough. Individuals and small groups welcome. Private
Chapel and spacious rooms for day visits,
disabled facilities, self-catering flat. Contact
Fr. Edward Martin SSC, ERH Church Lane
Edenham, Lincs PE10 OLS. 01 778 591358.
edenhamoﬃce@ gmail.com
Web: www.edenhamregionalhouse.org

